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Blaine, Washington

Strategic Economic Initiative – Funding Priorities Survey
What is the Blaine Strategic Economic Initiative?
Blaine City Council already initiated a number of actions designed
to make the city more competitive and attractive including: 1)
selling the Gateway property with a priority on developing more
jobs, 2) reducing General Facility fees for sewer connections in the
downtown core to encourage new business and development, 3)
funding utilities to encourage the development of East Blaine, 4)
improving the city's cleanliness and appeal through code
enforcement, and 5) building attractive and entertaining facilities
such as the Marine Park play structure and pavilion.
Blaine City Council prioritized Economic Development as one of its
highest priorities and initiated this Strategic Economic Initiative
(SEI) to develop an action plan for continuing to improve economic
development prospects in Blaine. For this purpose, Council is
interested in learning what Blaine citizens believe should be the
next economic development initiatives.

How was the public involved in this Strategic Economic
Initiative process?
The public participated in an extensive series of outreach events
during the strategic planning process beginning with:
§
Focus Group workshop opinions and suggestions – were
obtained from 20 organizations. Focus group workshop
participant’s opinions and suggestions helped to frame specific
Strategic Economic Initiative action task contents and
responsibilities.
§
Adult resident opinions – were obtained from 420 residents or
19.7% of all households from an on-line and mail-back survey
process.
§
Library user opinions – were obtained from 223 library users
from an on-line and mail-back survey process.

§
Public open houses – were conducted on the 19th of April 2016
on the 4th floor of City Hall to initiate the planning process and
review the scope and participants with the public, the 15th of
August 2016 at the Senior Center to provide a progress report on
results of the surveys and socioeconomic trends with the public,
and on the 11th of October 2016 on the 4th floor of City Hall to
review the results and implications of the surveys with the public.
The open house discussions refined the proposed action tasks
included in the Strategic Economic Initiative action plan.
§
Voter household priorities – were obtained from this AugustSeptember 2017 survey of all households in Blaine city limits
concerning their priorities for proposed action tasks including
methods and amounts of financing.
§
Public hearings – the Planning Commission and City Council
will conduct public hearings as part of finalizing the Strategic
Economic Initiative action tasks.
Summary of public outreach events
Event
Documentation
Nmbr
Focus groups
20 sessions
200
Adult residents
On-line/mail-back survey
420
Library users
On-line/mail-back survey
223
Open houses
3 sessions
90
Voter households
On-line/mail-back survey
270
Total
Number of participants
1,203
Note – participation includes some multiple events per person

How was this voter household survey conducted?
The Blaine Strategic Economic Initiative (SEI) identifies 6 Strategic
Objectives including 43 specific short (1-6 years) and long-term (710 years) action tasks, lead participants, schedules, and
performance measures to achieve them.
The potential costs for all 43 SEI projects and programs is
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$41,146,062, of which $24,589,633 or 60% could be financed by the
City of Blaine depending on voter approval and on the results of
federal and state matching grants to cover the remaining cost.
Blaine voters recently overwhelmingly approved (70+%) a
Transportation Benefit District (TBD) with which to finance a
number of the road and trail projects on the project list. However,
voter approved funds will be needed to continue making
improvements to the other action tasks.
City Council needs to know resident opinions and preferences
concerning priorities and the methods for raising matching funds
for each specific project action before they can structure, adopt,
and implement the financial strategies necessary to implement the
SEI. Consequently, this survey was conducted of all Blaine residents
in August-September of 2017 to determine voter priorities once
action task costs and probable funding methods were determined
and identified.

individual importance of the action task and the cumulative affect it
would eventually have on their annual assessment.
The survey priority results were numerically weighted for each
action task where lowest was 1, low 2, moderate 3, high 4, and
highest 5 and then divided by the number of responses to
determine an average or weighted score where 5.00 was the highest
and 1.00 the lowest possible funding priority.
Priority assessment
Very Highest (VH)
High (H)
Moderate (M)
Low (L)
Very Lowest (VL)

Weight
4.21-5.00
3.41-4.20
2.61-3.40
1.81-2.60
1.00-1.80

What are the Strategic Economic Initiative’s objectives and
related action task descriptions and weighting scores?

Email invitations were sent to all listed mailing addresses in the city
and postcards and flyers were distributed at City Hall and the
Library encouraging Blaine residents to complete this survey about
funding priorities - 270 or 12% did so out of all 2,130 Blaine
resident mail address households.

Following is a listing of the results of each question under each
strategic objective in priority sequence according to the task’s
highest weighted score.

What are action task funding priorities and how did this
survey identify them?

We want to promote our valuable and unique local attributes for
a creative class willing and able to attract and start-up local
employment and investment opportunities!

The survey collated the 43 specific strategic actions into 24
questions describing the tasks necessary to implement each
strategic action along with the City's project cost for each task
including possible annual levy or bond assessment costs per
$100,000 of property value - the median house value was $286,000
in Blaine in 2016. The survey did not include questions about roads,
trails, or the I-5 exit 274 interchange that are funded from the
Transportation Benefit District (TBD), road, and highway monies.

Q1 Establish a Blaine Main Street Organization - to 1) retain and
recruit additional downtown businesses; 2) promote more special
events, festivals, and other activities to attract visitors; 3) support
downtown design and development improvements; and 4) manage
the above. The Main Street approach and program has successfully
been implemented in over 30 Washington cities including Port
Townsend, Ellensburg, Port Angeles, and Walla Walla, among others.

The survey asked respondents to rate each action task based on the
identified annual cost per $100,000 of property value on a scale of
lowest, low, moderate, high, and highest priority considering the

Strategic Objective 1: Economic development

The nonprofit organization will be financed on an annual basis by
businesses located in and/or that do business in Blaine that donate
their Washington State Business & Occupation (B&O) tax payment to
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the Blaine Main Street Organization. Under Washington State's Main
Street program, businesses can donate their state B&O tax payment
to a Main Street organization in lieu of paying the B&O tax to
Washington State in exchange for a corresponding state tax credit.
The Blaine Main Street Organization could receive up to $133,000 in
tax donations per year under the state program and include
members from downtown business and property owners, Chamber
of Commerce, Semiahmoo Resort, Port of Bellingham, Blaine
Economic Development Committee, and any other party interested
in Blaine's downtown development.
Q1
Q1

Q1
Q1

Should a Blaine Main Street Organization be
established?
Should the City provide initial but limited seed
money (up to $10,000) to get the organization up
and running?
Should the City assist in the formation of the Main
Street nonprofit organization?
Should the City be an active and contributing
member of the organization on a permanent basis?

Q11

possible RCO grant and City matching funds for a
cost of $0.77 per year per $100,000 property value
over 20 years?
Should the City improve Salishan Park with a picnic
shelter and restrooms with a possible RCO grant
and City matching funds for a cost of $0.52 per year
per $100,000 property value over 20 years?

M

2.92
M

H

Q13 Complete restoration of Marine Park shoreline - removing
concrete riprap and restoring the shoreline in Marine Park from
behind the water treatment plant west to behind the playground for
a cost of $720,500 with possible 50% grants from the Washington
State Departments of Ecology (DOE) and Fish & Wildlife (DFW) and
City matching funds for the remainder.

H

Q13

3.78
3.41

3.37
M

Should the City complete restoration of Marine Park
shoreline with possible DOE and DOF grants and City
matching funds for a cost of $2.90 per year per
$100,000 property value over 20 years?

3.20
M

3.29
M

Strategic Objective 2: Parks
We want to develop and promote our park and recreational
opportunities for the enjoyment of local citizens and interested
visitors!
Q11 Develop and improve parks - including Lincoln Park
($650,000), Salishan Park ($130,000), and a Water Spray Park
($190,000) with possible 50% grants from the Washington State
Recreation & Conservation Office (RCO) and City matching funds for
the remainder.

Q14 Complete Marine Drive reconstruction - including pavement
rehabilitation and the construction of a multi-use path and single
lane from the industrial area to the pier for a total cost of
$2,600,000 with a 50% Washington State Department of
Transportation (WSDOT) and/or Port of Bellingham grant and City
matching funds for the remainder.
Q14

Should the City complete Marine Drive
reconstruction with a possible WSDOT grant and
matching City funds for a cost of $10.47 per year
per $100,000 property value over 20 years?

3.03
M

Strategic Objective 3: Trails
Q11

Q11

Should the City improve Lincoln Park with
playgrounds, multi-use field, basketball court, picnic
shelter, and trails with a possible RCO grant and
City matching funds for a cost of $2.62 per year per
$100,000 property value over 20 years?
Should the City build a Water Spray Park with a

3.10
M

2.95

We want to develop and promote our non-motorized and trail
opportunities for improved mobility and the enjoyment of local
citizens and interested visitors!
Q12 Develop trails - including the Peace Portal Community Trail
($255,000), Semiahmoo Parkway Bike Path ($1,150,000), School to
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Athletic Field Trail ($530,000), Semiahmoo Spit Trail ($1,860,000),
Cain Creek Greenway Trail ($360,000), and 7th Street Greenway
Trail ($190,000) with possible 50% grants from the Washington State
Recreation & Conservation Office (RCO) and City matching funds for
the remainder.
Q12

Q12

Q12

Q12

Q12

Q12

Should the City develop the Peace Portal Community
Trail with a possible RCO grant and City matching
funds for a cost of $1.03 per year per $100,000
property value over 20 years?
Should the City develop the School to Athletic Field
Trail with a possible RCO grant and City matching
funds for a cost of $1.03 per year per $100,000
property value over 20 years?
Should the City develop the Semiahmoo Parkway
Bike Path with a possible RCO grant and City
matching funds for a cost of $4.63 per year per
$100,000 property value over 20 years?
Should the City develop the Semiahmoo Spit Trail
with a possible RCO grant and City matching funds
for a cost of $7.49 per year per $100,000 property
value over 20 years?
Should the City develop the Cain Creek
Greenway Trail with a possible RCO grant and City
matching funds for a cost of $1.45 per year per
$100,000 property value over 20 years?
Should the City develop the 7th Street Greenway
Trail with a possible RCO grant and City matching
funds for a cost of $0.77 per year per $100,000
property value over 20 years?

3.09

Benefit District (TBD), road, and highway monies.

Strategic Objective 5: Downtown development
We want to protect, enhance, and promote our unique
geotourism historical, cultural, recreational, and environmental
assets in our downtown for the benefit of our residents and the
promotion of our economic development!

M
Q2 Resolve derelict buildings and conditions - working with
property owners to renovate or remove derelict buildings, unlawful
vehicle, and other unsafe and unsightly conditions.

2.82
M

Q2
2.74
M

Q2

L

Q2

2.56

2.53
L

2.37
L

Q3

The survey did not include questions about roads, trails, or the I-5
exit 274 interchange that are funded from the Transportation

4.33
VH
4.23
VH

4.10
H

Q3 Restore downtown storefront facades - by creating a
storefront facade renovation program to restore the historical Main
Street appearance of existing downtown buildings along Peace
Portal Drive

Strategic Objective 4: Roads
We want to effectively and efficiently maintain our streets,
transit, bicycle, and pedestrian transportation systems for the
benefit of our citizens and the promotion of our economic
development!

Should the City continue to enforce existing building
codes and require owners to demolish vacant and
derelict buildings that are deemed to be unsafe?
Should the City continue to enforce existing building
codes and require owners to upgrade vacant
buildings to meet seismic, fire, and other safety
requirements?
Should the City be prepared to invoke
the Community Renewal Act (RCW 35.81) concerning
economic blight and public hazards
codes including condemnation and acquisition of
private property if owners do not comply?

Q3

Should the City continue to work with local banks to
establish a no or low interest limited loan amount
program to assist business owners with the
financing of signs, display windows, and other
improvements?
Should the City continue to work with local banks to
establish a no or low interest limited loan amount
program to assist property owners with the
financing of storefront facade or other building

3.64
H

3.63
H
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Q3

Q3

improvements?
Should the City develop and adopt historical design
guidelines for the downtown district to encourage
restoration of original storefront appearances when
building improvements are proposed?
Should the City provide a limited amount of seed
money (up to $10,000) to help initiate the no or low
interest limited loan amount programs with local
banks for business and property owner
improvements?

Q5

3.29
M

2.92
M

Q5

Q5

Q4 Preserve and promote Blaine historical assets - by
designating historical districts, landmark buildings, historical
district signage, design standards, restoration loan assistance
programs, and tax credits.
Q4

Q4

Q4

Q4

Q4

Should the City work with WSDOT to fund
and install signs on I-5 promoting the historical
districts to interested tourists?
Should the City continue to work with local banks to
establish a no or low interest loan program to assist
property owners with preservation and restoration
projects?
Should the City designate eligible historic
districts in the downtown and eligible residential
areas?
Should the City develop and adopt historical design
guidelines to protect and preserve Blaine's historical
and architectural heritage?
Should the City work with local banks and property
owners to apply for and sell tax credits for
historical preservation and restoration
improvements?

3.27
M

3.26
M

3.03
M
2.71
M

Q6 Install wayfinding and gateway signage - directing visitors to
Blaine's major destinations of interest including the downtown,
marina, major parks, and historical districts and landmarks.
Q6

3.24

Should the City use provisions in Washington State's
Community Renewal Act (CRA) and enact an
ordinance that requires owners of buildings vacant
over 3 months to install displays and/or artist or
other activities that provide visual interest?
Should the City and/or the Blaine Main Street
organization conduct competitions to select artists
or other activities as temporary storefront uses?
Should the City and/or the Blaine Main Street
organization cover the sublease and insurance
agreements necessary to hold the property owners
harmless under a temporary storefront activities
program?

M

Should the City install wayfinding and gateway
signage directing visitors to major destinations for
an estimated cost of $39,000 funded from the
annual Hotel/Motel Lodging Tax?

3.42
H

3.23
M
3.23
M
3.12

Q5 Install temporary storefront activities - including artist
displays or workshops as interim uses in empty downtown
storefronts in order to maintain a continuous level of activity to
retail customers and tourists along Peace Portal Drive until the
building owner is able to secure a long term tenant.

M

Q7 Complete development of the downtown street-end/overlook
parklets - by completing landscape, picnic shelters and tables,
benches, artworks, plazas, and other improvements to Martin,
Clark, Boblett, and Cherry street-ends that overlook Blaine Harbor
and Marina and compliment the existing street-end improvements
on G and H Streets in the downtown for an estimated cost of
$205,220 with a possible 50% grant from the Washington State
Recreation & Conservation Office (RCO) and the rest from City
matching funds.
Q7

Should the City complete development amenities to
the remaining street-ends in the downtown with a
possible RCO grant and City matching funds for a
cost of $0.83 per year per $100,000 property value
over 20 years?

3.51
H
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Q8 Improve Peace Portal Drive Streetscape - repairing and
replacing street trees with species that do not invade utilities or
raise sidewalks for a cost of $230,000.
Q8

Should the City improve Peace Portal Drive
Streetscape for a cost of $1.85 per year per $100,000
property value over 20 years?

2.93
M

Q9 Complete the Blaine Boardwalk - including the elevated
walkway behind the downtown buildings from G to H Street-end
plazas for a cost of $2,250,000 asking the Washington State
Legislature to fund 50% of the project with a capital project grant
and City matching funds for the remainder.
Q9

Should the City complete development of the Blaine
Boardwalk with a possible Washington State
Legislature capital project grant and matching City
funds for a cost of $9.06 per year per $100,000
property value over 20 years?

Q15

3.63

Should the City construct the BNSF Railroad
Overpass with a possible Washington State
Legislature capital project grant and matching City
funds for a cost of $9.67 per year per $100,000
property value over 20 years?

Should the City buy out the leases of the remaining
tenants of Banner Bank, expand the first floor,
and install Police, Court, and Permit Center at an
estimated cost of $38.05 per year per $100,000 of
property value over 20 years?

2.78
M

H

Q10 Construct BNSF Railroad Overpass - including the elevated
pedestrian crossing over BNSF railroad tacks to the waterfront park
and boat launch at the end of Mihollin Drive in the Blaine Marina for
a cost of $2,400,000 asking the Washington State Legislature to
fund 50% of the project with a capital project grant and City
matching funds for the remainder.
Q10

Center - by buying out the remaining leases on the lower 2 floors
of the City Hall/Banner Bank Building, expanding the first floor, and
locating Police, Court, and Permit Center in the building space for
a total cost of $4,723,103. The existing Police Station (former Post
Office) is too small and poorly configured to meet present and
future police requirements. The Municipal Court currently utilizes
Council Chambers but lacks judge chambers, jury room, holding
cell, witness room, and other minimum court needs. The Permit
Center is located at the Yard and cannot work in conjunction with
other permitting activities from that location.

3.12
M

Strategic Objective 6: Community facilities

Q16 Establish a Blaine Public Development Authority (PDA under Washington State enabling legislation City Council
could establish a Public Development Authority (PDA) to 1)
administer and execute state and federal grants, 2) receive private
funds and contract services, 3) enter into property acquisition,
development, operation, and finance, and 4) perform any public
purpose or function assigned by City Council thereby receiving the
financial burdens and extended workloads on the City Council and
staff. The PDA Board could include City Council members as well as
private members drawn from design, development, and finance as
the Council prefers much like how Seattle's Pike Place Market PDA
operates.
Under the legislation, City Council could establish a Blaine PDA to 1)
engage in economic development projects, 2) acquire, demolish,
and redevelop vacant downtown properties, and 3) convert,
develop, and operate a Cultural Arts Center/Civic Center Place.

We want to effectively invest in our public facilities to increase
functionality and improve services to the benefit of our citizens!

Q16

Q15 Consolidate the Police Station, Municipal Court, and Permit

Q16

Should the City establish a Public Development
Authority (PDA) to undertake economic
development projects?
Should the City assign responsibilities for the

3.12
M
2.97
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Q16

acquisition and redevelopment of key downtown
property parcels and other strategic economic
development projects to the Public Development
Authority (PDA)?
Should the City establish a Public Development
Authority (PDA) to undertake the conversion,
development, and operation of a Cultural Arts
Center/Civic Center Place?

M

constructed on the existing Police and Fire Hall site. Improve the
surrounding site to include outdoor plazas and gathering spaces,
artworks and water features, street trees and landscaping, benches,
walkways, and other streetscape amenities.

M

Q19

2.81

Q17 Expand Blaine Library - by expanding the existing building
or redeveloping the existing Police Station and Fire Hall site to
provide a new library facility that meets existing and future space
needs for reading and study areas, technology, children and teens,
flexible meeting rooms, staff working area, and new public
restrooms.
Q17

Q17

Should the City expand the existing building to
improve spaces for reading, study, technology,
children, teens, meetings, staff work, and public
restrooms at a cost of $10.29 per year per $100,000
for 20 years of properties in the library district?
Or, should the City demolish and redevelop the
Police Station and Fire Hall site to provide the same
building space in a 1.5 story addition adjoining the
old City Hall at a cost of $11.08 per year per
$100,000 of properties in the library district?

2.82
M

Should the donation money be contributed to a
library improvement project?

2.76
M
Q20

Q20

2.97

2.41
L

2.25
L

Q20 Provide public restrooms - in a public facility like the Library
or Cultural Arts Center or in a stand-alone structure to
accommodate downtown visitors and special events.
Q20

Q18 Blaine Library Donation - a substantial donation has been
received for the Blaine Library. How willing would you be to
contribute a sizable amount to a library improvement project?
Q18

Q19

Or should the City/PDA redevelop Old City Hall for
art, dance, music studios, galleries, and performance
spaces and reuse the existing Library for museum
and welcome center for a cost of $66.51 per year per
$100,000 of property value for 20 years?
Should the City/PDA redevelop the existing Police
Station, Fire Hall, and Old City Hall into a Cultural
Arts Center for a cost of $73.00 per year per
$100,000 of property value for 20 years?

Or, should public restrooms be provided in a
separate stand-alone structure in the downtown for
an estimated cost of $250,000 funded from annual
Hotel/Motel Lodging Tax revenues?
Should public restrooms be provided in the
expanded or new Library building accessible from
the outside for downtown visitors and special events
(cost included in Library project)?
Or, should public restrooms be provided in the
proposed Cultural Arts Center accessible from the
main lobby of the Center for downtown visitors and
special events (cost included in the Cultural Arts
Center project)?

3.15
M

2.55
L

2.48
L

M

Q19 Develop Cultural Arts Center/Civic Center Place - providing
art, dance, and music workshops and studios, display galleries,
performance spaces, historical exhibits, and a visitor welcome
center in the Police Station, Fire Hall, and Old City Hall or in the
Old City Hall and the existing Library building if a new library is

Q21 Expand Senior Center - providing more space for dedicated
conference rooms on the south side of the building to provide a
greater seating capacity and flexibility using moveable wall
partitions for a cost of $209,600. Drop-off and loading lanes would
be reconfigured to accommodate the expansion without removing
any existing parking.
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Q21

Should the City expand the Senior Center to provide
dedicated and flexible conference rooms for a cost
of $1.69 per year per $100,000 property value over
20 years?

buildings to meet seismic, fire, and other safety
requirements?

2.48
L

Q23 Financing options - how would you rate the following
possible alternative methods of financing your preferred
projects and programs where each one will involve voter
approval? Please indicate your priorities for this proposal on a
lowest to highest scale.
Q23

Q23

Q23

General obligation bond (if approved by city voters)
- where an additional property tax is applied to pay
for a 20-year bond dedicated exclusively to finance
a public improvement project?
Property tax levy of limited duration (if approved by
city voters) - where a limited duration property tax
levy (up to 7 or 9 years) is dedicated exclusively to
the financing of a specific public improvement
project?
Property tax levy lid lift (if approved by city voters)
- where the property tax rate is adjusted upwards
until the project cost has been fully paid off (10-20
years) after which the rate returns to the original
amount?

High priority (3.41-4.20)
Q2

Q1
Q3

3.03
M
Q3

2.93
M

Q9

2.45
L

Q7

What are the composite rankings of all proposed Strategic
Economic Initiative action tasks?
Following is a listing of all the 43 action tasks in the 24 survey
questions by priority sequence by the task’s highest priority score.

Q6

Every high priority (4.21-5.00)
Q2

Q2

Should the City continue to enforce existing building
codes and require owners to demolish vacant and
derelict buildings that are deemed to be unsafe?
Should the City continue to enforce existing building
codes and require owners to upgrade vacant

4.33
VH

Q1

Should the City be prepared to invoke
the Community Renewal Act (RCW 35.81) concerning
economic blight and public hazards
codes including condemnation and acquisition of
private property if owners do not comply?
Should a Blaine Main Street Organization be
established?
Should the City continue to work with local banks to
establish a no or low interest limited loan amount
program to assist business owners with the
financing of signs, display windows, and other
improvements?
Should the City continue to work with local banks to
establish a no or low interest limited loan amount
program to assist property owners with the
financing of storefront facade or other building
improvements?
Should the City complete development of the Blaine
Boardwalk with a possible Washington State
Legislature capital project grant and matching City
funds for a cost of $9.06 per year per $100,000
property value over 20 years?
Should the City complete development amenities to
the remaining street-ends in the downtown with a
possible RCO grant and City matching funds for a
cost of $0.83 per year per $100,000 property value
over 20 years?
Should the City install wayfinding and gateway
signage directing visitors to major destinations for
an estimated cost of $39,000 funded from the
annual Hotel/Motel Lodging Tax?
Should the City provide initial but limited seed
money (up to $10,000) to get the organization up
and running?

4.10
H

3.78
H
3.64
H

3.63
H

3.63
H

3.51
H

3.42
H

3.41
H

4.23
VH
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Q10

Moderate priority (2.61-3.40)
Q1
Q1
Q3

Q4

Q5

Q4

Q4

Q4

Q13

Q20

Q4

Should the City assist in the formation of the Main
Street nonprofit organization?
Should the City be an active and contributing
member of the organization on a permanent basis?
Should the City develop and adopt historical design
guidelines for the downtown district to encourage
restoration of original storefront appearances when
building improvements are proposed?
Should the City work with WSDOT to fund
and install signs on I-5 promoting the historical
districts to interested tourists?
Should the City use provisions in Washington State's
Community Renewal Act (CRA) and enact an
ordinance that requires owners of buildings vacant
over 3 months to install displays and/or artist or
other activities that provide visual interest?
Should the City continue to work with local banks to
establish a no or low interest loan program to assist
property owners with preservation and restoration
projects?
Should the City designate eligible historic
districts in the downtown and eligible residential
areas?
Should the City develop and adopt historical design
guidelines to protect and preserve Blaine's historical
and architectural heritage?
Should the City complete restoration of Marine Park
shoreline with possible DOE and DOF grants and City
matching funds for a cost of $2.90 per year per
$100,000 property value over 20 years?
Or, should public restrooms be provided in a
separate stand-alone structure in the downtown for
an estimated cost of $250,000 funded from annual
Hotel/Motel Lodging Tax revenues?
Should the City work with local banks and property
owners to apply for and sell tax credits for
historical preservation and restoration

3.37
M
3.29
M
3.29

Q16

M
Q11
3.27
M
3.26
M

Q12

Q5

3.24
M

Q14
3.23
M
Q23

3.23
M
3.20
M

Q16

3.15
M

Q18
Q11

3.12
M

improvements?
Should the City construct the BNSF Railroad
Overpass with a possible Washington State
Legislature capital project grant and matching City
funds for a cost of $9.67 per year per $100,000
property value over 20 years?
Should the City establish a Public Development
Authority (PDA) to undertake economic
development projects?
Should the City improve Lincoln Park with
playgrounds, multi-use field, basketball court, picnic
shelter, and trails with a possible RCO grant and
City matching funds for a cost of $2.62 per year per
$100,000 property value over 20 years?
Should the City develop the Peace Portal Community
Trail with a possible RCO grant and City matching
funds for a cost of $1.03 per year per $100,000
property value over 20 years?
Should the City and/or the Blaine Main Street
organization conduct competitions to select artists
or other activities as temporary storefront uses?
Should the City complete Marine Drive
reconstruction with a possible WSDOT grant and
matching City funds for a cost of $10.47 per year
per $100,000 property value over 20 years?
General obligation bond (if approved by city voters)
- where an additional property tax is applied to pay
for a 20-year bond dedicated exclusively to finance
a public improvement project?
Should the City assign responsibilities for the
acquisition and redevelopment of key downtown
property parcels and other strategic economic
development projects to the Public Development
Authority (PDA)?
Should the donation money be contributed to a
library improvement project?
Should the City build a Water Spray Park with a
possible RCO grant and City matching funds for a
cost of $0.77 per year per $100,000 property value

3.12
M

3.12
M
3.10
M

3.09
M

3.03
M
3.03
M

3.03
M

2.97
M

2.97
M
2.95
M
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Q8

Q23

Q3

Q11

Q12

Q17

Q16

Q15

Q17

over 20 years?
Should the City improve Peace Portal Drive
Streetscape for a cost of $1.85 per year per $100,000
property value over 20 years?
Property tax levy of limited duration (if approved by
city voters) - where a limited duration property tax
levy (up to 7 or 9 years) is dedicated exclusively to
the financing of a specific public improvement
project?
Should the City provide a limited amount of seed
money (up to $10,000) to help initiate the no or low
interest limited loan amount programs with local
banks for business and property owner
improvements?
Should the City improve Salishan Park with a picnic
shelter and restrooms with a possible RCO grant
and City matching funds for a cost of $0.52 per year
per $100,000 property value over 20 years?
Should the City develop the School to Athletic Field
Trail with a possible RCO grant and City matching
funds for a cost of $1.03 per year per $100,000
property value over 20 years?
Should the City expand the existing building to
improve spaces for reading, study, technology,
children, teens, meetings, staff work, and public
restrooms at a cost of $10.29 per year per $100,000
for 20 years of properties in the library district?
Should the City establish a Public Development
Authority (PDA) to undertake the conversion,
development, and operation of a Cultural Arts
Center/Civic Center Place?
Should the City buy out the leases of the remaining
tenants of Banner Bank, expand the first floor,
and install Police, Court, and Permit Center at an
estimated cost of $38.05 per year per $100,000 of
property value over 20 years?
Or, should the City demolish and redevelop the
Police Station and Fire Hall site to provide the same
building space in a 1.5 story addition adjoining the

2.93
M

Q12

2.93
M
Q5

2.92
M

old City Hall at a cost of $11.08 per year per
$100,000 of properties in the library district?
Should the City develop the Semiahmoo Parkway
Bike Path with a possible RCO grant and City
matching funds for a cost of $4.63 per year per
$100,000 property value over 20 years?
Should the City and/or the Blaine Main Street
organization cover the sublease and insurance
agreements necessary to hold the property owners
harmless under a temporary storefront activities
program?

2.74
M

2.71
M

Low priority (1.81-2.60)
Q12
2.92
M
Q20
2.82
M
Q12
2.82
M
Q20

2.81
M
Q21
2.78
M
Q23

2.76
M
Q19

Should the City develop the Semiahmoo Spit Trail
with a possible RCO grant and City matching funds
for a cost of $7.49 per year per $100,000 property
value over 20 years?
Should public restrooms be provided in the
expanded or new Library building accessible from
the outside for downtown visitors and special events
(cost included in Library project)?
Should the City develop the Cain Creek
Greenway Trail with a possible RCO grant and City
matching funds for a cost of $1.45 per year per
$100,000 property value over 20 years?
Or, should public restrooms be provided in the
proposed Cultural Arts Center accessible from the
main lobby of the Center for downtown visitors and
special events (cost included in the Cultural Arts
Center project)?
Should the City expand the Senior Center to provide
dedicated and flexible conference rooms for a cost
of $1.69 per year per $100,000 property value over
20 years?
Property tax levy lid lift (if approved by city voters)
- where the property tax rate is adjusted upwards
until the project cost has been fully paid off (10-20
years) after which the rate returns to the original
amount?
Or should the City/PDA redevelop Old City Hall for

2.56
L

2.55
L

2.53
L

2.48
L

2.48
L

2.45
L

2.41
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Q12

Q19

art, dance, music studios, galleries, and performance
spaces and reuse the existing Library for museum
and welcome center for a cost of $66.51 per year per
$100,000 of property value for 20 years?
Should the City develop the 7th Street Greenway
Trail with a possible RCO grant and City matching
funds for a cost of $0.77 per year per $100,000
property value over 20 years?
Should the City/PDA redevelop the existing Police
Station, Fire Hall, and Old City Hall into a Cultural
Arts Center for a cost of $73.00 per year per
$100,000 of property value for 20 years?

L

2.37
L

$25
7%
$175
2%

$50
7%
$200
15%

$75
3%
$225
1%

$100
23%
$250
6%

What needs to be done to initiate the Strategic Economic
Initiative?

2.25
L

Q 22 Financing amounts - based on the priorities survey
respondents listed in the survey questions, how much would each
household be willing to pay now in total per year in property taxes
through levies or bonds to finance the top priority projects and
programs you selected?
$0
8%
$150
9%

and other funding monies from other public agencies including the
Washington State Legislature, Port of Bellingham, Whatcom County,
and others with which to completely implement the SEI including
allocating appropriate projects and tasks to non-city organizations
and partnerships.

$125
6%
$250+
12%

Survey respondents indicate 51% will pay more than $125 per year
per household to implement the priorities indicated in the survey.
Assuming any levy or bond or property tax reset measures
reflect the priorities indicated from this survey, the survey
results indicate 2,130 households would pay an average of $125
per year or generate $266,250 in annual revenue or
approximately $1,863,750 over 7 years or $5,325,000 over 20
years with which to finance the Strategic Economic Initiative’s
implementation.
An estimated $5,325,000 in revenue over 20 years indicated by
survey respondents will not finance the $24,589,633 or 60% of all
projected action task projects in the Strategic Economic Initiative.
Blaine will need to aggressively generate donations, grants, loans,

Develop and adopt a Capital Facilities Program (CFP) – for the
next 6 and 20-years based on the results of this voter household
survey.
Complete Council hearings – to review and confirm action task
lead agents, participating parties, schedules, performance
measures, and other particulars with which to initiate action
Confirm lead agents and participants – to assign the action tasks
to the lead agents and work with them, City included, in
formulating detailed contents, schedules, funds, and other
particulars. Where necessary, create new ad hoc groups to take the
lead on tasks involving multiple lead agents and interests.
Coordinate with other city, public agencies, and NGO programs –
to update city documents including the Comprehensive Plan,
Capital Facilities Program, Annual City Budgets, and other agency
and NGO plans, projects, and programs to reflect the strategic
objectives, action tasks, and performances defined in the Strategic
Economic Initiative.
Monitor performance and adjust particulars as necessary – to
score and evaluate performance of each lead agent and participants
on the accomplishment of the action tasks using the performance
evaluation measures or benchmarks to make adjustments, revise
approaches, and other particulars.
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Detailed results for each survey question
Following is a detailed description of each survey question along with the survey results by lowest to highest priority scoring.
Q1 Establish a Blaine Main Street Organization to 1) retain and recruit additional downtown
businesses; 2) promote more special events,
festivals, and other activities to attract visitors;
3) support downtown design and development
improvements; and 4) manage the above. The
Main Street approach and program
has successfully been implemented in over
30 Washington cities including Port Townsend,
Ellensburg, Port Angeles, and Walla Walla, among

Establish a Main Street approach (see example organizations)

others.
1. Establish a Blaine Main Street Organization - to 1) retain and recruit additional downtown

The
nonprofit
organization
will be
financed
on an
annual
basis bytobusinesses
located
in and/or that do business in Blaine that donate their
businesses;
2) promote
more special
events,
festivals,
and
other activities
attract visitors;
3)
Washington
State
Business
&
Occupation
(B&O)
tax
payment
to
the
Blaine
Main
Street
Organization.
Under Washington State's Main Street
support downtown design and development improvements; and 4) manage the above. The Main
program,
businesses
can
donate
their
state
B&O
tax
payment
to
a
Main
Street
organization
in
lieu
of
paying the B&O tax to Washington State
Street approach and program has successfully been implemented in over 30 Washington cities
in exchange for a corresponding state tax credit.
including Port Townsend, Ellensburg, Port Angeles, and Walla Walla, among others.

The Blaine Main Street Organization could receive up to $133,000 in tax donations per year under the state program and include members
The nonprofit organization will be financed on an annual basis by businesses located in and/or that
from downtown business and property owners, Chamber of Commerce, Semiahmoo Resort, Port of Bellingham, Blaine Economic
do business in Blaine that donate their Washington State Business & Occupation (B&O) tax
Development
Committee, and any other party interested in Blaine's downtown development.
payment to the Blaine Main Street Organization. Under Washington State's Main Street program,
businesses can donate their state B&O tax payment to a Main Street organization in lieu of paying
the B&Oa tax
to Washington
State
in exchange for
corresponding state tax credit.
Should
Blaine
Main Street
Organization
bea established?

Should the City assist in the formation of the Main Street nonprofit organization?
The Blaine
Organization
could
receive
up tomoney
$133,000(up
in tax
donations per
yearthe
under
Should
theMain
CityStreet
provide
initial but
limited
seed
to $10,000)
to get
the
state
program
and
include
members
from
downtown
business
and
property
owners,
Chamber
of
organization up and running?
Commerce,
Semiahmoo
Resort,
Port
of
Bellingham,
Blaine
Economic
Development
Committee,
and
Should the City be an active and contributing member of the organization on a permanent
any other party interested in Blaine's downtown development.
basis?

Lowest
6%
10%
14%

Low
3%
8%
7%

Mod
25%
32%
25%

High
35%
36%
31%

Highest
30%
14%
22%

Weight
3.78
3.37
3.41

12%

13%

27%

30%

18%

3.29

Please indicate your priorities for this proposal on a lowest to highest scale.
Lowest

Low

Moderate

High

Highest

Should a Blaine Main Street Organization be established?
Should the City assist in the formation of the Main Street nonprofit
organization?
Should the City provide initial but limited seed money (up to
$10,000) to get the organization up and running?
Should the City be an active and contributing member of the
organization on a permanent basis?
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Should the City assist in the formation of the Main Street nonprofit
organization?
Should the City provide initial but limited seed money (up to
$10,000) to get the organization up and running?
Should the City be an active and contributing member of the
organization on a permanent basis?

Resolve derelict buildings

Q2 Resolve derelict buildings and conditions - working with property owners
to renovate or remove derelict buildings, unlawful vehicles, and other unsafe
and unsightly conditions.
2. Resolve derelict buildings and conditions - working with property owners to renovate or remove
derelict buildings, unlawful vehicles, and other unsafe and unsightly conditions.
Lowest

Low

Moderate

High

Highest

Should the City continue to enforce existing building codes and require owners
Should the City continue to enforce existing building codes
2
toandupgrade
vacant
buildings
to meet seismic, fire, and other safety requirements?
require owners to
upgrade vacant
buildings to meet seismic,
fire, and other safety requirements?
Should the City continue to enforce existing building codes and require owners
Should the City continue to enforce existing building codes
toanddemolish
vacant
and
derelict
buildings that are deemed to be unsafe?
require owners to demolish
vacant
and derelict
buildings that
are deemed to be unsafe?
Should
the City be prepared to invoke the Community Renewal Act (RCW 35.81)
Should the City be prepared to invoke the Community Renewal Act
concerning
economic blight and public hazards codes including condemnation and
(RCW 35.81) concerning economic blight and public hazards
codes
including condemnation
and acquisition
of private property
acquisition
of private
property
if owners do not comply?

Lowest
3%

Low
3%

Mod
10%

High
37%

Highest
47%

Weight
4.23

3%

2%

8%

35%

52%

4.33

3%

5%

15%

33%

44%

4.10

if owners do not comply?

Restore downtown storefront facades

Q3 Restore downtown storefront facades - by creating a storefront facade
renovation program to restore the historical Main Street appearance of existing
downtown buildings along Peace Portal Drive
3. Restore downtown storefront facades - by creating a storefront facade renovation program to
restore the historical Main Street appearance of existing downtown buildings along Peace Portal
Drive.

Should the City develop and adopt historical design guidelines for the downtown district
Low Moderate High Highest
to encourage restoration of originalLowest
storefront
appearances when building improvements
Should the City develop and adopt historical design guidelines for
are
the proposed?
downtown district to encourage restoration of original
storefront appearances when building improvements are
Should
the City continue to work with local banks to establish a no or low interest limited
proposed?
loan
amount
program
to
assist
owners with the financing of signs, display
Should the City continue
to work with local
banks
to establishbusiness
a no
or low interest limited loan amount program to assist business
windows,
and other improvements?
owners with the financing of signs, display windows, and other
improvements?
Should
the City continue to work with local banks to establish a no or low interest limited
Should
the City continue
to work with local
banks
to establishproperty
a no
loan
amount
program
to
assist
owners with the financing of storefront facade or
or low interest limited loan amount program to assist property
other
building
improvements?
owners with
the financing of
storefront facade or other building
improvements?
Should
the City provide a limited amount of seed money (up to $10,000) to help initiate
Should the City provide a limited amount of seed money (up to
the
no or low interest limited loan amount programs with local banks for business and
$10,000) to help initiate the no or low interest limited loan amount

Lowest
10%

Low
15%

Mod
31%

High
26%

Highest
19%

Weight
3.29

6%

9%

23%

41%

22%

3.64

6%

7%

27%

38%

22%

3.63

18%

17%

32%

20%

12%

2.92

programs with local banks for business and property owner
improvements?

Preserve and promote historical assets
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owners with the financing of signs, display windows, and other
improvements?
Should the City continue to work with local banks to establish a no
or low interest limited loan amount program to assist property
owners with the financing of storefront facade or other building
improvements?
Should the City provide a limited amount of seed money (up to
$10,000) to help initiate the no or low interest limited loan amount
programs with local banks for business and property owner

improvements?
property
owner improvements?

Preserve and promote historical assets

4. Preserve and promote Blaine historical assets - by designating historical districts, landmark
buildings, historical district signage, design standards, restoration loan assistance programs, and
tax credits.

Q4 Preserve and promote Blaine historical assets - by designating
historical districts, landmark buildings, historical district signage,
design standards, restoration loan assistance programs, and tax credits.

3
Lowest
Low Moderate High Highest
in the historic districts in the downtown and eligible
Should the
City City
designatedesignate
eligible historic districts
Should
the
eligible
downtown and eligible residential areas?
residential areas?
Should the City work with WSDOT to fund and install signs on I-5
Should
the City work with WSDOT to fund and install signs on I-5 promoting the
promoting the historical districts to interested tourists?
historical
districts to interested tourists?
Should the City develop and adopt historical design guidelines to
protect and
preserve
historical and
architectural
Should
the
CityBlaine's
develop
and
adopt historical design guidelines to protect and preserve
heritage?
Blaine's historical and architectural heritage?
Should the City continue to work with local banks to establish a no
Should
the loan
City
continue
to work
with local banks to establish a no or low interest loan
or low interest
program
to assist property
owners with
preservationto
and restoration
program
assist projects?
property owners with preservation and restoration projects?
Should the
City City
work with
local banks
and property
to
Should
the
work
with
localowners
banks
and property owners to apply for and sell tax
apply for and sell tax credits for historical preservation and
credits
for
historical preservation and restoration improvements?
restoration
improvements?

Lowest
10%

Low
17%

Mod
31%

High
25%

Highest
17%

Weight
3.23

8%

20%

27%

27%

18%

3.27

10%

13%

36%

24%

17%

3.23

8%

15%

34%

30%

13%

3.24

11%

18%

33%

26%

13%

3.12

Install temporary storefront activities

Q5 Install temporary storefront activities - including artist displays or
workshops as interim uses in empty downtown storefronts in order to
maintain a continuous level of activity to retail customers and tourists
along Peace Portal Drive until the building owner is able to secure a long
term tenant.
5. Install temporary storefront activities - including artist displays or workshops as interim uses in
empty downtown storefronts in order to maintain a continuous level of activity to retail customers
and tourists along Peace Portal Drive until the building owner is able to secure a long term tenant.

Should the City use provisions in Washington State's Community Renewal Act (CRA) and
Lowest
Low Moderate High Highest
enact an ordinance that requires owners of buildings vacant over 3 months to install
Should the City use provisions in Washington State's Community
displays
artist
or other
activities
that provide visual interest?
Renewal Actand/or
(CRA) and enact
an ordinance
that requires
owners of
buildingsthe
vacantCity
over 3 months
to install
displays
and/or artist
or Street organization conduct competitions to select
Should
and/or
the
Blaine
Main
other activities that provide visual interest?
artists or other activities as temporary storefront uses?
Should the City and/or the Blaine Main Street organization conduct
Should
thetoCity
and/or
the Blaine
Main Street organization cover the sublease and
competitions
select artists
or other activities
as temporary
storefront uses?
insurance
agreements necessary to hold the property owners harmless under a temporary

Lowest

Low

Mod

High

Highest

Weight

13%

12%

28%

27%

19%

3.26

12%

18%

33%

28%

9%

3.03

20%

23%

29%

19%

8%

2.71

Should the City and/or the Blaine Main Street organization cover
the sublease and insurance agreements necessary to hold the
property owners harmless under a temporary storefront activities
program?
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storefront activities program?
Install way finding and gateway signage
Install way finding and gateway signage

Q6 Install wayfinding and gateway signage - directing visitors to
Blaine's major destinations of interest including the downtown,
marina, major parks, and historical districts and landmarks.
6. Install wayfinding and gateway signage - directing visitors to Blaine's major destinations of
interest including the downtown, marina, major parks, and historical districts and landmarks.
6. Install wayfinding and gateway signage - directing visitors to Blaine's major destinations of
Lowest districts
Low Moderate
High Highest
Should
the City
install wayfinding
and
signage
directing
visitors
interest including
the downtown,
marina, major parks,
andgateway
historical
and landmarks.

to major
Should the City install
and gateway signage
directing
destinations
forwayfinding
an estimated
cost of
$39,000
fromHigh
the Highest
annual Hotel/Motel Lodging
Lowest funded
Low Moderate
visitors to major destinations for an estimated cost of $39,000
Tax?
Should the City install wayfinding and gateway signage directing
funded from the annual Hotel/Motel Lodging Tax?
visitors to major destinations for an estimated cost of $39,000
funded from the annual Hotel/Motel Lodging Tax?

Lowest
9%

Low
12%

Mod
26%

High
33%

Highest
19%

Weight
3.42

Q7 Complete development of the downtown street-end/overlook
parklets - by completing landscape, picnic shelters and tables,
benches, artworks, plazas, and other improvements to Martin, Clark,
Boblett, and Cherry street-ends that overlook Blaine Harbor and
Marina and compliment the existing street-end improvements on G
and H Streets in the downtown for an estimated cost of $205,220
with a possible 50% grant from the Washington State Recreation &
Conservation Office (RCO) and the rest from City matching funds.

Complete development of street-end parklets
Complete development of street-end parklets

7. Complete development of the downtown street-end/overlook parklets - by completing landscape,
picnic shelters
and tables,
benches, artworks,
plazas, andamenities
other improvements
to Martin,
Clark,
Should
the
City
complete
development
tocompleting
the
remaining
7. Complete
development
of the downtown
street-end/overlook
parklets - by
landscape, street-ends in the
Boblett, and Cherry street-ends that overlook Blaine Harbor and Marina and compliment the existing
picnic shelters with
and tables,
benches, artworks,
plazas, and
other
improvements
to Martin,
Clark,
downtown
a possible
RCO grant
and
City
matching
funds
for a cost of $0.83 per year
street-end improvements on G and H Streets in the downtown for an estimated cost of $205,220
Boblett, and Cherry street-ends that overlook Blaine Harbor and Marina and compliment the existing
per
$100,000
property
value
over
20
years?
with a possible 50% grant from the Washington State Recreation & Conservation Office (RCO) and

Lowest
11%

Low
7%

Mod
23%

High
37%

Highest
21%

Weight
3.51

street-end improvements on G and H Streets in the downtown for an estimated cost of $205,220
the rest from City matching funds.
with a possible 50% grant from the Washington State Recreation & Conservation Office (RCO) and
Lowest
Low Moderate High Highest
the rest from City matching funds.
Should the City complete development amenities to the remaining Lowest

Low

Moderate

High

Highest

street-ends in the downtown with a possible RCO grant and City
Should the City complete development amenities to the remaining
matching funds for a cost of $0.83 per year per $100,000 property
street-ends in the downtown with a possible RCO grant and City
value over 20 years?
matching funds for a cost of $0.83 per year per $100,000 property
value over 20 years?

Improve Peace Portal Drive Streetscape
Improve Peace Portal Drive Streetscape
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the rest from City matching funds.
Lowest

Low

Moderate

High

Highest

Should the City complete development amenities to the remaining
street-ends in the downtown with a possible RCO grant and City
matching funds for a cost of $0.83 per year per $100,000 property
value over 20 years?

Improve Peace Portal Drive Streetscape

Q8 Improve Peace Portal Drive Streetscape - repairing and
replacing street trees with species that do not invade utilities or
raise sidewalks for a cost of $230,000.
8. Improve Peace Portal Drive Streetscape - repairing and replacing street trees with species that do
not invade utilities or raise sidewalks for a cost of $230,000.
Lowest
Low Moderate High Highest
Should the City improve Peace Portal Drive
Streetscape
for a cost of $1.85 per year per
Should the City improve Peace Portal Drive Streetscape for a cost
$100,000 property value over 20 years?
of $1.85 per year per $100,000 property value over 20 years?

Lowest
18%

Low
20%

Mod
25%

High
24%

Highest
12%

Weight
2.93

5

Complete the Blaine Boardwalk

Q9 Complete the Blaine Boardwalk - including the elevated walkway
behind the downtown buildings from G to H Street-end plazas for a
cost of $2,250,000 asking the Washington State Legislature to fund
50% of the project with a capital project grant and City matching
funds for the remainder.
9. Complete the Blaine Boardwalk - including the elevated walkway behind the downtown buildings
from G to H Street-end plazas for a cost of $2,250,000 asking the Washington State Legislature to
fund 50% the
of theCity
projectcomplete
with a capital development
project grant and City
funds for
the remainder. with
Should
ofmatching
the Blaine
Boardwalk

a possible
Washington State Legislature capital project
matching
City funds for a cost of
Lowestgrant
Low and
Moderate
High Highest
$9.06
year
per
$100,000
property value over 20 years?
Shouldper
the City
complete
development
of the Blaine

Lowest
11%

Low
12%

Mod
14%

High
28%

Highest
34%

Weight
3.63

Boardwalk with a possible Washington State Legislature capital
project grant and matching City funds for a cost of $9.06 per year
per $100,000 property value over 20 years?

Construct BNSF Railroad Overpass
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9. Complete the Blaine Boardwalk - including the elevated walkway behind the downtown buildings
from G to H Street-end plazas for a cost of $2,250,000 asking the Washington State Legislature to
fund 50% of the project with a capital project grant and City matching funds for the remainder.
Lowest

Low

Moderate

High

Highest

Should the City complete development of the Blaine
Boardwalk with a possible Washington State Legislature capital
project grant and matching City funds for a cost of $9.06 per year
per $100,000 property value over 20 years?

Construct BNSF Railroad Overpass

10. Construct BNSF Railroad Overpass - including the elevated pedestrian crossing over BNSF
railroad tacks to the waterfront park and boat launch at the end of Mihollin Drive in the Blaine

Q10 Construct BNSF Railroad Overpass - including the elevated
pedestrian crossing over BNSF railroad tacks to the waterfront park and
boat launch at the end of Mihollin Drive in the Blaine Marina for a cost of
$2,400,000 asking the Washington State Legislature to fund 50% of the
project with a capital project grant and City matching funds for the
remainder.

Marina for a cost of $2,400,000 asking the Washington State Legislature to fund 50% of the project
with a capital project grant and City matching funds for the remainder.
Lowest

Low

Moderate

High

Highest

Should
the
City construct
BNSF
Should the
City construct
the BNSF Railroad the
Overpass
with a Railroad Overpass with a possible Washington State
possible Washington
State Legislature
capital project
grantand
and matching City funds for a cost of $9.67 per year per
Legislature
capital
project
grant
matching City funds for a cost of $9.67 per year per $100,000
$100,000
property valueproperty
over 20 years? value over 20 years?

Lowest
18%

Low
18%

Mod
20%

High
21%

Highest
23%

Weight
3.12

Develop and improve parks

6

Q11 Develop and improve parks - including Lincoln Park ($650,000),
Salishan Park ($130,000), and a Water Spray Park ($190,000) with possible
50% grants from the Washington State Recreation & Conservation Office
(RCO) and City matching funds for the remainder.
11. Develop and improve parks - including Lincoln Park ($650,000), Salishan Park ($130,000), and a
Water Spray Park ($190,000) with possible 50% grants from the Washington State Recreation &
Should
theOffice
City
improve
Lincoln
with playgrounds, multi-use
Conservation
(RCO)
and City matching
funds Park
for the remainder.

field, basketball court,
Lowest
Low grant
Moderateand
HighCity
Highest
picnic shelter, and trails with a possible
RCO
matching funds for a cost of
Shouldper
the City
improveper
Lincoln$100,000
Park with playgrounds,
multi-use value over 20 years?
$2.62
year
property

Lowest
17%

Low
17%

Mod
24%

High
23%

Highest
18%

Weight
3.10

field, basketball court, picnic shelter, and trails with a possible
RCO grant and City matching funds for a cost of $2.62 per year
per $100,000 property value over 20 years?

Should the City improve Salishan Park with a picnic shelter and
restrooms with a possible RCO grant and City matching funds for
a cost of $0.52 per year per $100,000 property value over 20
years?
Should the City build a Water Spray Park with a possible RCO
grant and City matching funds for a cost of $0.77 per year per
$100,000 property value over 20 years?
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Should the City improve Salishan Park with a picnic shelter and restrooms with a possible
RCO grant and City matching funds for a cost of $0.52 per year per $100,000 property
value over 20 years?
Should the City build a Water Spray Park with a possible RCO grant and City matching
funds for a cost of $0.77 per year per $100,000 property value over 20 years?

15%

24%

30%

17%

14%

2.92

20%

22%

21%

20%

18%

2.95

Develop and improve trails

Q12 Develop Trails - including the Peace Portal Community Trail
($255,000), Semiahmoo Parkway Bike Path ($1,150,000), School to
Athletic Field Trail ($530,000), Semiahmoo Spit Trail ($1,860,000),
Cain Creek Greenway Trail ($360,000), and 7th Street Greenway Trail
($190,000) with possible 50% grants from the Washington State
Recreation & Conservation Office (RCO) and City matching funds for
the remainder.
12. Develop Trails - including the Peace Portal Community Trail ($255,000), Semiahmoo Parkway
Bike Path ($1,150,000), School to Athletic Field Trail ($530,000), Semiahmoo Spit Trail ($1,860,000),
Should
the City develop the Peace Portal Community Trail with a possible RCO grant and
Cain Creek Greenway Trail ($360,000), and 7th Street Greenway Trail ($190,000) with possible 50%
City
matching
fundsState
forRecreation
a cost of
$1.03 per
year
per
$100,000
value over 20
grants
from the Washington
& Conservation
Office
(RCO)
and
City matchingproperty
funds
for the remainder.
years?
Lowest
Low
Moderate
Should the City develop the Semiahmoo Parkway
Bike
Path High
withHighest
a possible RCO grant and
Should
the City develop
the Peace
Portal
with a per year per $100,000 property value over 20
City
matching
funds
for
a Community
cost of Trail
$4.63
possible RCO grant and City matching funds for a cost of $1.03
years?
per year per $100,000 property value over 20 years?
Should the City develop the School to Athletic Field Trail with a possible RCO grant and
Should the City develop the Semiahmoo Parkway Bike Path with a
City
matching
funds
for afunds
cost
possible
RCO grant and
City matching
for aof
cost$1.03
of $4.63 per year per $100,000 property value over 20
per year per $100,000 property value over 20 years?
years?
Should
the
the Semiahmoo
Spit Trail with a possible RCO grant and City
Should the
City City
developdevelop
the School to Athletic
Field Trail with a
possible RCO grant and City matching funds for a cost of $1.03
matching
funds for a cost of $7.49 per year per $100,000 property value over 20 years?
per year per $100,000 property value over 20 years?
Should the City develop the Cain Creek Greenway Trail with a possible RCO grant and City
Should the City develop the Semiahmoo Spit Trail with a possible
RCO grant and City matching funds for a cost of $7.49 per year
per $100,000 property value over 20 years?

Should the City develop the Cain Creek Greenway Trail with a
possible RCO grant and City matching funds for a cost of $1.45
per year per $100,000 property value over 20 years?
Should the City develop the 7th Street Greenway Trail with a
possible RCO grant and City matching funds for a cost of $0.77
per year per $100,000 property value over 20 years?

Lowest
16%

Low
16%

Mod
28%

High
22%

Highest
18%

Weight
3.09

24%

23%

22%

14%

16%

2.74

19%

23%

28%

16%

13%

2.82

27%

28%

20%

13%

12%

2.56

24%

29%

26%

11%

10%

2.53
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matching funds for a cost of $1.45 per year per $100,000 property value over 20 years?
Completethe
restoration
of Marine Park
Should
City develop
theshoreline
7th Street Greenway Trail with a possible RCO grant and City
matching funds for a cost of $0.77 per year per $100,000 property value over 20 years?

28%

31%

26%

9%

7%

2.37

Complete restoration of Marine Park shoreline

13. Complete restoration of Marine Park shoreline - removing concrete riprap and restoring the
shoreline in Marine Park from behind the water treatment plant west to behind the playground for a

Q13 Complete restoration of Marine Park shoreline - removing
concrete riprap and restoring the shoreline in Marine Park from
behind the water treatment plant west to behind the playground
for a cost of $720,500 with possible 50% grants from the
Washington State Departments of Ecology (DOE) and Fish &
Wildlife (DFW) and City matching funds for the remainder.

cost of $720,500 with possible 50% grants from the Washington State Departments of Ecology
(DOE)
and Fishrestoration
& Wildlife (DFW)
andPark
Cityshoreline
matching- funds
for the
remainder.
13. Complete
of Marine
removing
concrete
riprap and restoring the
shoreline in Marine Park from behind the water treatment plant
west toLow
behind
the playground
for a
Lowest
Moderate
High Highest
Should the City complete restoration of Marine Park shoreline with possible DOE and DOF
cost
of the
$720,500
with possible
50%
grants Park
fromshoreline
the Washington
State Departments of Ecology
Should
City complete
restoration
of Marine
with
grants
and
CityWildlife
matching
funds
for a costfor
ofthe
$2.90
per year per $100,000 property value
(DOE)
and
Fish
and
City matching
remainder.
possible
DOE
and&DOF
grants(DFW)
and City
matching
funds forfunds
a cost

over
20per
years?
of $2.90
year per $100,000 property value over 20 years?

Lowest

Low

Moderate

High

Lowest
13%

Low
17%

Mod
27%

High
24%

Highest
19%

Weight
3.20

Highest

Should the City complete restoration of Marine Park shoreline with
possible Marine
DOE andDrive
DOF grants
and City matching funds for a cost
Complete
reconstruction
of $2.90 per year per $100,000 property value over 20 years?

Complete Marine Drive reconstruction

Q14 Complete Marine Drive reconstruction - including
pavement rehabilitation and the construction of a multi-use path
and single lane from the industrial area to the pier for a total cost
of $2,600,000 with a 50% Washington State Department of
Transportation (WSDOT) and/or Port of Bellingham grant and City
matching funds for the remainder.
14. Complete Marine Drive reconstruction - including pavement rehabilitation and the construction
of a multi-use path and single lane from the industrial area to the pier for a total cost of $2,600,000
Should the City complete Marine Drive reconstruction with a possible
with a 50% Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) and/or Port of Bellingham

WSDOT grant and
matching
City
funds
for
a
cost
of
$10.47
per
year
per
$100,000
property
value over 20
grant
and City Marine
matching
funds
for the remainder.
14. Complete
Drive
reconstruction
- including pavement rehabilitation and the construction
years?
of a multi-use path and single lane from the industrial area toLowest
the pier for
a
total
cost
of
$2,600,000
Low Moderate High Highest

Lowest
15%

Low
20%

Mod
28%

High
23%

Highest
15%

Weight
3.03

with a 50% Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) and/or Port of Bellingham
Should the City complete Marine Drive reconstruction with a
grant and City matching funds for the remainder.
possible WSDOT grant and matching City funds for a cost of

$10.47 per year per $100,000 property value over 20 years?

Lowest

Low

Moderate

High

Highest

Should the City complete Marine Drive reconstruction with a
possible WSDOT grant and matching City funds for a cost of

Consolidate Police, Court, and Engineering in Banner Bank Building
$10.47 per year per $100,000 property value over 20 years?

Consolidate Police, Court, and Engineering in Banner Bank Building
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with a 50% Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) and/or Port of Bellingham
grant and City matching funds for the remainder.
Lowest

Low

Moderate

High

Highest

Should the City complete Marine Drive reconstruction with a
possible WSDOT grant and matching City funds for a cost of
$10.47 per year per $100,000 property value over 20 years?

Consolidate Police, Court, and Engineering in Banner Bank Building

Q15 Consolidate the Police Station, Municipal Court, and
Permit Center - by buying out the remaining leases on the
lower 2 floors of the City Hall/Banner Bank Building,
expanding the first floor, and locating Police, Court, and
Permit Center in the building space for a total cost of
$4,723,103. The existing Police Station (former Post Office) is
too small and poorly configured to meet present and future
police requirements. The Municipal Court currently utilizes
Council Chambers but lacks judge chambers, jury room,
holding cell, witness room, and other minimum court needs.
The Permit Center is located at the Yard and cannot work in
conjunction with other permitting activities from that

location.

9
Should the City buy out the leases of the remaining tenants of Banner Bank, expand the
first floor, and install Police, Court, and Permit Center at an estimated cost of $38.05 per
year per $100,000 of property value over 20 years?

Lowest
21%

Low
17%

Mod
32%

High
22%

Highest
8%

Weight
2.78

Q16 Establish a Blaine Public Development Authority (PDA - under Washington State enabling legislation City Council could establish a
Public Development Authority (PDA) to 1) administer and execute state and federal grants, 2) receive private funds and contract services, 3)
enter into property acquisition, development, operation, and finance, and 4) perform any public purpose or function assigned by City
Council thereby receiving the financial burdens and extended workloads on the City Council and staff. The PDA Board could include City
Council members as well as private members drawn from the design, development, and finance sectors as the Council prefers much like how
Seattle's Pike Place Market PDA operates.
Under the legislation, City Council could establish a Blaine PDA to 1) engage in economic development projects, 2) acquire, demolish, and
redevelop vacant downtown properties, and 3) convert, develop, and operate a Cultural Arts Center/Civic Center Place.

Should the City establish a Public Development Authority (PDA) to undertake economic
development projects?
Should the City assign responsibilities for the acquisition and redevelopment of key
downtown property parcels and other strategic economic development projects to the
Public Development Authority (PDA)?
Should the City establish a Public Development Authority (PDA) to undertake the
conversion, development, and operation of a Cultural Arts Center/Civic Center Place?

Lowest
13%

Low
16%

Mod
31%

High
28%

Highest
13%

Weight
3.12

15%

18%

34%

23%

11%

2.97

18%

23%

31%

17%

12%

2.81
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Expand Blaine Library

Q17 Expand Blaine Library - by expanding the existing
building or redeveloping the existing Police Station and Fire
Hall site to provide a new library facility that meets existing and
future space needs for reading and study areas, technology,
children and teens, flexible meeting rooms, staff working area,
and new public restrooms.
17. Expand Blaine Library - by expanding the existing building or redeveloping the existing Police
Station and Fire Hall site to provide a new library facility that meets existing and future space needs

Should
theand
City
the existing
building
to improve
spaces
for reading, study,
for reading
studyexpand
areas, technology,
children and
teens, flexible
meeting rooms,
staff working
area, and new public
restrooms.
technology,
children,
teens, meetings, staff work, and public restrooms at a cost of $10.29
Lowest in
Low
Highest
per year per $100,000 for 20 years of properties
theModerate
libraryHigh
district?
to improve
spaces
the City
expand
the existing
building and
Or,Should
should
the
City
demolish
redevelop
the Police Station and Fire Hall site to provide
reading, study, technology, children, teens, meetings, staff
thefor
same
building space in a 1.5 story addition adjoining the old City Hall at a cost of
work, and public restrooms at a cost of $10.29 per year per
$11.08
per
year
per
$100,000
ofdistrict?
properties in the library district?
$100,000
for 20
years of
properties
in the library

Lowest
21%

Low
23%

Mod
26%

High
13%

Highest
17%

Weight
2.82

25%

22%

22%

16%

16%

2.76

Or, should the City demolish and redevelop the Police Station and

Q18
Donation
- ain substantial
donation has been received for the Blaine Library. How willing would you be to contribute a
FireBlaine
Hall site toLibrary
provide the same
building space
a 1.5 story
additionamount
adjoining theto
olda
City
Hall at a cost
of $11.08 per year per
sizable
library
improvement
project?
$100,000 of properties in the library district?

18. Blaine Library Donation - a substantial donation has been received for the Blaine Library. How
Should
the donation money be contributed to a library improvement project?
willing would you be to contribute a sizable amount to a library improvement project?
Lowest

Low

Moderate

High

Lowest
19%

Low
21%

Mod
23%

High
18%

Highest
18%

Weight
2.97

Highest

Should the donation money be contributed to a library
improvement project?
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Develop Cultural Arts Center/Civic Center Place

Q19 Develop Cultural Arts Center/Civic Center Place providing art, dance, and music workshops and studios, display
galleries, performance spaces, historical exhibits, and a visitor
welcome center in the Police Station, Fire Hall, and Old City
Hall or in the Old City Hall and the existing Library building if a
new library is constructed on the existing Police and Fire Hall
site. Improve the surrounding site to include outdoor plazas and
gathering spaces, artworks and water features, street trees and
landscaping, benches, walkways, and other streetscape
amenities.
19. Develop Cultural Arts Center/Civic Center Place - providing art, dance, and music workshops
and studios, display galleries, performance spaces, historical exhibits, and a visitor welcome center

Should
the City/PDA redevelop the existing Police Station, Fire Hall, and Old City Hall into
in the Police Station, Fire Hall, and Old City Hall or in the Old City Hall and the existing Library
a Cultural
Center
for a cost
ofexisting
$73.00
per
per
$100,000
building if aArts
new library
is constructed
on the
Police
andyear
Fire Hall
site.
Improve the of property value for 20
years?
surrounding site to include outdoor plazas and gathering spaces, artworks and water features,
treesthe
and landscaping,
walkways,
andCity
otherHall
streetscape
amenities.
Or street
should
City/PDAbenches,
redevelop
Old
for art,
dance, music studios, galleries,
Lowest
Low Moderate
High Highest
and performance spaces and reuse the existing
Library
for museum
and welcome center
for a
cost
$66.51
pertheyear
per
$100,000
Should
theof
City/PDA
redevelop
existing
Police
Station, Fire of property value for 20 years?

Lowest
37%

Low
28%

Mod
19%

High
8%

Highest
9%

Weight
2.25

33%

22%

26%

10%

9%

2.41

Hall, and Old City Hall into a Cultural Arts Center for a cost of
$73.00 per year per $100,000 of property value for 20 years?

Q20 Provide public restrooms - in a public facility like the Library or Cultural Arts Center or in a stand-alone structure to accommodate
Or should the City/PDA redevelop Old City Hall for art, dance,
downtown
visitors and special events.
music studios, galleries, and performance spaces and reuse the

existing Library for museum and welcome center for a cost of
$66.51 per year per $100,000 of property value for 20 years?

Should public restrooms be provided in the expanded or new Library building accessible
20. Provide
public restrooms
- in a public facility
like the
Library
or Cultural
Arts Center
in a
from
the outside
for downtown
visitors
and
special
events
(costorincluded
in Library
stand-alone structure to accommodate downtown visitors and special events.
project)?
Lowest
Low Moderate
High Arts
HighestCenter accessible
Or, should public restrooms be provided in the
proposed
Cultural
Should
restrooms
be provided
the expanded
or new
from
thepublic
main
lobby
of theinCenter
for
downtown visitors and special events (cost included
Library building accessible from the outside for downtown visitors
in the
Cultural Arts Center project)?
and special events (cost included in Library project)?
Or, should public restrooms be provided in a separate stand-alone structure in the
Or, should public restrooms be provided in the proposed Cultural
downtown
for an estimated cost of $250,000 funded from annual Hotel/Motel Lodging Tax
Arts Center accessible from the main lobby of the Center for
revenues?
downtown visitors and special events (cost included in the

Lowest
27%

Low
22%

Mod
28%

High
18%

Highest
6%

Weight
2.55

27%

25%

27%

14%

6%

2.48

20%

13%

21%

27%

20%

3.15

Cultural Arts Center project)?
Or, should public restrooms be provided in a separate stand-alone
structure in the downtown for an estimated cost of $250,000
funded from annual Hotel/Motel Lodging Tax revenues?
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Expand Senior Center

Q21 Expand Senior Center - providing more space for dedicated
conference rooms on the south side of the building to provide a
greater seating capacity and flexibility using moveable wall
partitions for a cost of $209,600. Drop-off and loading lanes would
be reconfigured to accommodate the expansion without removing
any existing parking.
21. Expand Senior Center - providing more space for dedicated conference rooms on the south side
of the building to provide a greater seating capacity and flexibility using moveable wall partitions
for a cost of $209,600. Drop-off and loading lanes would be reconfigured to accommodate the

Should
the
Cityremoving
expand
the Senior
expansion
without
any existing
parking.Center to provide dedicated and flexible conference
rooms for a cost of $1.69 per year per $100,000
property
Lowest
Low Moderatevalue
High over
Highest 20 years?

Lowest
27%

Low
25%

Mod
28%

High
15%

Highest
6%

Weight
2.48

Should the City expand the Senior Center to provide dedicated
andFinancing
flexible conference
rooms for a cost
of $1.69 would
per year peryou rate the following possible alternative methods of financing your preferred projects and
Q23
options
- how
$100,000 property value over 20 years?
programs where each one will involve voter approval? Please indicate your priorities for this proposal on a lowest to highest scale.

22. Financing amounts - based on the priorities you listed in the survey questions, how much would
you be willing to pay now in total per year in property taxes through levies or bonds to finance the
Property
levy
limited
(if approved by city voters) - where
top prioritytax
projects
andof
programs
you duration
selected?

a limited
duration property tax levy (up to
or$50
9 years)
is $150
dedicated
exclusively
to the financing of
$0 7$25
$75 $100 $125
$175 $200 $225
$250 $250+
a specific
public improvement project?
How much in total per year?
Property tax levy lid lift (if approved by city voters) - where the property tax rate is
adjusted
upwards
until
the
cost possible
has been
fullymethods
paid of
off
(10-20 years) after which
23. Financing
options - how
would
youproject
rate the following
alternative
financing
theyour
rate
returns
to
the
original
amount?
preferred projects and programs where each one will involve voter approval? Please indicate
your priorities
for this proposal
a lowest
to highest by
scale.
General
obligation
bondon (if
approved
city voters) - where an additional property tax is
Lowest
Low Moderate
Highest
applied to pay for a 20-year bond dedicated
exclusively
to High
finance
a public improvement
Property tax levy of limited duration (if approved by city voters) project?

Lowest
18%

Low
13%

Mod
37%

High
21%

Highest
11%

Weight
2.93

25%

24%

35%

13%

4%

2.45

18%

13%

33%

17%

18%

3.03

where a limited duration property tax levy (up to 7 or 9 years) is
dedicated exclusively to the financing of a specific public
improvement project?
Property tax levy lid lift (if approved by city voters) - where the
property tax rate is adjusted upwards until the project cost has
been fully paid off (10-20 years) after which the rate returns to the
original amount?
General obligation bond (if approved by city voters) - where an
additional property tax is applied to pay for a 20-year bond
dedicated exclusively to finance a public improvement project ?
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Survey respondent characteristics
Blaine residency zones

West Blaine?
38%

Q24 Please provide the
following characteristics
so that we may compare
your opinions with
others in the survey
sample. What area of
Blaine do you live in
from the map shown
above?
Central Blaine?
East Blaine?
44%
44%

Q25 What is your residency?
Live in Blaine all-year?
West Blaine?
East Blaine?
Central Blaine?
94%

24. Please provide the following characteristics so that we may compare your opinions with others
in the survey sample. What area of Blaine do you live in from the map shown above?

Live in Blaine seasonally
6%

25. What is your residency?
Live 26
in BlaineWhere
all-year?
Live in Blaine seasonally?
Q
do you work?
Retired?
26. Where do you work?
Retired?
Elsewhere in Whatcom County?
Blaine?
Blaine?

44%
29%

Elsewhere in Washington State?

17%
5%
2%
4%

Birch
Bay,
Lynden,
Ferndale,
Bellingham?
Birch Bay, Lynden,
Ferndale.
Bellingham?
Elsewhere in Canada?
Elsewhere
in
Whatcom
County?
27. How many people in your household?
0
1
2
3
4
5+
Elsewhere in Washington State?
Number household members under 18?
Elsewhere
in Canada?
Number
household members 19-64?
Number household members 65+?

Q27 How many people in your household?
0
1
2
3
4
0 5+
1
Number employed?
Number household members
51% 12%
under 18?
Number household members 1926% 22%
64?
Number household members
44% 25%
65+?
999

28. How many people in your household are employed on a full-time basis?

2
16%

3
10%

4
7%

5+
4%

40%

10%

2%

0%

31%

0%

0%

0%
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Q28 How many people in your household are employed on a fulltime basis?
0
1
2
3
4
5+
Number employed?
43%
30%
23%
3%
0%
0%
Q29 What level of education do you have?
Grade school
High school
Technical school
Some college
Bachelor’s degree
Graduate degree

0%
7%
6%
27%
29%
31%

Q30 What is (or was if retired) your occupation?
Management
Professional
Technical
Office worker
Retail worker
Construction/manufacturing
Housewife/husband

29%
46%
6%
9%
2%
3%
5%

Q31 How many years have you lived in the Blaine area?
0-1
2-5
6-10
11-20
Years?
7%
25%
14%
27%

21+
27%

Q 32 What type of housing do you live in?
Own
87%
Q33 In which age group are you in?
<18
18-24
25-34
0%
1%
9%

35-49
24%

Rent
13%

50-64
25%

65+
41%
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Q 34 What is your household income?
<$20,000
$20$30$5029,999
49,999
74,999
4%
5%
18%
23%
Q 35 To what extent do the following sources
information about Blaine?
Lowest Low
Newspapers?
9%
8%
City website?
34% 37%
Facebook, Twitter,
42% 19%
Snapchat, and other social
media?
Radio
62% 21%
Neighbors/friends?
4% 13%
Other?
56% 16%

$7599,999
15%

$100,000+
33%

Blaine residents who are most interested in the Strategic
Economic Initiative process and most likely to participate in and
determine the outcome of any subsequent financing
referendums.

provide you
Mod
23%
22%
18%

High
32%
6%
13%

Highest
28%
1%
8%

11%
44%
20%

5%
30%
6%

1%
9%
2%

In general, survey respondents were:
§
Distributed across all Blaine residential areas,
§
Lived in Blaine all-year round
§
Retired or worked in Blaine or the nearby area
§
Had some younger children at home but were mostly middle
family or empty nester households
§
Were retired or had a single employed household member
§
With some college or upper level graduate degree
§
From management or professional occupations
§
Lived in Blaine 2-5 or 11+ years
§
Owned though included a significant renter household
participation of 13%
§
In 35-64 and 65+ age groups
§
Of household income over $50,000+ per year
§
Obtained their information from newspapers and neighbors or
friends
All survey respondents are self-selected including even
‘statistically controlled’ samples to some extent. Survey
respondents for this survey were self-selected and do not
necessarily reflect demographic or socioeconomic
characteristics of the larger Blaine population. However, they are
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Survey comments
1 Survey is too long. Get new City Council.
9/22/2017 1:01 PM
2 Try to encourage retail business and stop relying on property
owners. Bring in the tourists create a theme, start a brewery, create
buzz, etc. like White Rock, BC. That will bring in business tax
revenue and pay for these nice- to -have; but hardly- used
amenities.
9/18/2017 4:30 PM
3 1) The prospect of hair-raising tax increases for a population,
many of whom are on fixed incomes, is totally inappropriate. We
are not and cannot be Santa Claus for a wish list that does little or
nothing to increase the economic vitality of Blaine. 2) The City
ought to be actively seeking relocations of major employers to this
area to expand the tax base and provide jobs for Blaine residents
(and quit fooling around about it) BEFORE embarking on quixotic
municipal dreams of parakeets, pedestrian bridges, and the like. 3)
Library - need more computer access - not a new building. 4)
Financing options - when has a sunset clause ever been effective? 5)
Household income - none of your business - fixed income!
9/15/2017 3:24 PM
4 Blaine is a very good place to live. Keep it small like it is. Keep
outside encroachments endeavoring to improve Blaine with their
cakewalk encumbrances from ever entering our proverbial good
way of life! Don't enter me in the drawing. As far as I'm concerned,
Blaine is just fine the way it is now! Don't let it grow into an
overwhelming mercantile monster! Please!
9/15/2017 3:07 PM
5 Concerned that health facilities and senior housing were not
included in original survey and the present (this) survey.
9/15/2017 3:00 PM
6 We need downtown housing to revitalize that area - and a medical
clinic! Not enough info on PDA to have opinion.

9/15/2017 2:55 PM
7 Make it (survey) easier to read! Main Street example - Dayton
would be better as is of similar size. Adopt historical design
guidelines - we have tried this. Wayfinding and gateway signage probably don't need new ones, maintain what we have put up
already. Blaine Boardwalk - needs to be highest priority. BNSF
Railroad Overpass - is still a good vision.
9/15/2017 2:50 PM
8 Marina City Example Alesdun, Norway. Reward developers for Old
Word brick facades, doors, and windows.
9/15/2017 2:42 PM
9 Finish the Boardwalk after surveying Whatcom / Skagit businesses
to see if they would be interested in connecting to the boardwalk
should it be constructed.
9/14/2017 1:03 PM
10 Blaine Washington, a historic active Yachats MARINA, Fish, Mills,
Shipping, industry and international tourist community, struggling
for recognition for dignity of purpose. Recognized Trails;
Volunteer’s scramble HELPING to clean and maintain trails, with
cook-outs party at event. Sponsor EVENTS OF COMPTITION which
make the TRAILS KNOWN; REWARDS top with written Certificates so
NICELY Gold / Silver print STYLED THE CERTIFICATE IS SEEN AS
WOW (No need Old-Hat trophies or money). Recognized Tourist and
international community; first must have a 4-star labeled Hotel.
Conferences and business must have some place NICE TO STAY.
Candidates found only through direct contact with suggestive
“Blaine Is Prime”. Funding entirely from the Hotel development.
Extra areas are also developed for integrity of Hotel Property to
entice international business people to come. Really Nice Library,
Civic Center, Police Station,
City Cultural Centers incorporated. IT’S NOT RENOVATION OF OLD
STRUCTURES, AND WAISTING CITY TAX DOLLARS NEEDLESSLY THAT
WOULD END IN SPOILING “REAL DEVELOPING MONEY” Marina
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requires updating to modern social business. For money Yachts and
people to spend at “Blaine Washington” MARINA MUST HAVE, (A Key
signature Icon building, example Yacht Building suggested by
Katherine R McCall she’s found at Senior Center” Entertainment,
Restaurants, Conference areas, Larger Moorage tie downs. Place the;
Industry,
Storages, Fish, Mills, (dredge for access of: Cargo Ships, Cruise
Ships, Ferry’s) at the furthest points west, expand central Marina
into the SOUTH OF existing Marina. Point being, “Blaine WA Taxes”
WOULD NOT BE NEEDED; each CAPABLE Business would follow in
sequential WISH TO BECOME INVESTED. Doe’s Blaine Washington
wants to ALLOW BECOMING AN INTERANATIONAL RECONGIZED
BEST PLACE TO VISIT AND BRING THEIR CONFERENCES. Expanding
an existing structure for Conference Rooms – Who would come?
Parking, NO Noteworthy Class Hotel for stay – People just will not
inconvenience themself. Now you Know why Lynden and
Leavenworth stylish places WITH A THEME IT’S IMPORTANT IN FACT
VITAL, or just have nothing.
9/13/2017 2:21 PM
11 I object to the use of the words "tax donation". Taxes are not
donations. I see a lot of wording about "costs" in this survey. What
about savings? Example: if we moved the library to the police
station, what could we recoup by selling the current library area to
a developer?
9/9/2017 8:11 AM
12 I suggest building a new library of 2 stories, a police department
and city hall on the old city hall property. Annex land between
Blaine and Semiahmoo.
9/8/2017 11:33 PM
13 We (my family) have lived within Blaine city limits for over 30
years, use to own a business on north Peace Portal Drive for over 12
years, and been involved in social, political, school, and church
activities for all those 30 plus years. We are two parents, three adult
children, 10 grandchildren, and 6 great grandchildren. I guess what
I am really getting at is, please City of Blaine s**t AND get OFF the
pot. Personally, I am sick and tired of making the same
decisions/suggestions time after time after time during the last 30

plus years. Once again, my suggestion is: Let's stop talking ad
nauseam / ad vomitum and DO something tangible! The City of
Blaine has my full support for the Main street (Peace Portal)
organization and completion of the Boardwalk behind Peace Portal
Bridges connecting G and H Street parklets. PLEASE!!
9/8/2017 6:48 PM
14 It would be nice to see some action rather than continual studies
being conducted. Surveys are great, but only if they yield results,
otherwise they're a waste of everyone's time.
9/8/2017 5:24 PM
15 Neighborhoods should be a higher priority than downtown
businesses.
9/8/2017 3:36 PM
16 The new or expanded library facilities should be the highest
priority since the current space is totally inadequate to serve the
Blaine community in a truly functional and efficient way.
9/8/2017 11:48 AM
17 Promote more ethnic restaurants and visitor shopping
opportunities and wine tasting.
9/8/2017 11:36 AM
18 Bike path from downtown to Birch Bay. Trolley in summer from
downtown Blaine to Birch Bay. Better restaurants. Current ones are
pretty bad. More employment centers and apartments to attract
more working residents. We have many very talented local artists
and I would love to see some galleries. Such as in Laguna Beach, CA.
Many which are on a consignment basis.
9/8/2017 11:10 AM
19 Why is the NW necklace loop not on the list of trails?
9/8/2017 11:07 AM
20 bike paths yoga studios
9/8/2017 7:23 AM
21 Seems to me that gateway signage is already quite adequate -
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surprised it's even on this list.
9/8/2017 2:14 AM
22 This survey - like all surveys - have limitations and do not
provide the ability to have a question and answers interaction often when one is appropriate. The survey is limited in its
alternatives. Perhaps one has initially a general survey - followed by
a detailed survey based on the initial survey's findings.
9/7/2017 10:30 PM
23 You cant improve the "downtown" when the owners don’t really
want to rent the spaces, they charge too much rent and people can
not afford it and so leave. The owners don’t care and would rather
make tax deductions off empty spaces and buildings! It starts with
the landlords of homes and houses, like the one on the end of
Harrison that lives in Canada and the place is a mess! Look at the
red house at the end of Harrison Ave.
9/7/2017 4:13 PM
24 I would like to see all of the vacant properties with or without
buildings on the railroad track side of the city to be purchased by
the city ( set up a nonprofit entity for the purpose of soliciting
donations for that purpose?) , or donated by benefactors. To build
on the West side of Portal would be a travesty and would have a
serious adverse consequences on the desirability of the downtown
area.
9/7/2017 2:34 PM
25 The tax burden suggested to support these programs is
disproportionately high for West Blaine/Semiahmoo. I'm all for
supporting rejuvenation of Main Street and bringing businesses to
town. But the rest -- cultural center, library expansion, senior center
improvements, parks – those all need to be supported by a bond
initiative, not increases in property taxes. The tax burden being
suggested is simply too high. Bring those businesses in and from
the revenue they bring, then do the secondary expansions of public
services.
9/7/2017 12:41 PM
26 Over the years the city council keeps hiring consultants, then

either ignores them or doesn't know how to implement what they
recommend. The major, who has been in office for a long time, is
incompetent. He has presideded over the downturn in Blaine,
including condemned buildings, loss of businesses, etc., and has no
vision other than spending more and more money on consultants or
raising taxes. DO NOT RAISE TAXES ANY MORE AND GET REAL
ABOUT A VISION. Simply copying Mt. Vernon isn't the answer.
9/6/2017 7:44 PM
27 The key to most small town core redevelopment is improving the
"center", or in the case of Blaine, the Waterfront. The City needs a
specific, detailed, actionable Plan, led by a dynamic and aggressive
team, who will achieve measurable results in the key waterfront
area within 24 months. It all starts at the downtown/
Waterfront...all else will fall into place once that is successfully
executed.
9/6/2017 7:00 PM
28 Too much, to soon, and an expensive wish list. How do we get
more industry and retail and offices to take hold of the existing
vacant land, vacant buildings and move forward. 42 million
Investment ain't going to make it happen.
9/6/2017 2:46 PM
29 Well not support any projects until City controls speeding on H
Street. Any funds should be used to support the main function of
government - protecting the individuals right to life and property
first. The city fails to do so.
9/6/2017 9:07 AM
30 I suggest that some decisions be made regarding what needs to
be done and stop asking for our input when we have given it in the
past. You keep asking virtually the same questions. Make decisions
and move forward!
9/6/2017 7:03 AM
31 A pedestrian bridge over Dakota Creek should be one of the
highest priorities. Residents risk their lives walking or even cycling
over the existing narrow 2-lane vehicle bridge. Let's not wait for a
tragic accident before doing something about this....
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9/5/2017 10:42 PM
32 No
9/5/2017 7:40 PM
33 Give Blaine some sort of focus or theme.
9/5/2017 6:11 PM
34 I didn't see much language in the plans that meant to keep the
downtown Waterfront space open. I think this is key in making
Blaine a destination for tourists and shoppers. The residential areas
of Blaine need money consistent zoning requirements. It would be
nice if it was more gentrified and less degraded looking.
9/5/2017 3:32 PM
35 I am a university student.
9/4/2017 7:10 PM
36 If you put more into developing the commercial elements around
the International Market and old Airport, you possibly could finance
for your other projects.
9/4/2017 1:17 PM
37 Bikes, pedestrians, entertainment, cultural - these are things that
encourage visits. Police should stay in their current building.
9/3/2017 2:07 PM
38 My husband & I have volunteered with the Blaine Food Bank for
20+ years; Our local Food Bank is one of the most resourceful &
organized in the county...with the highest weekly food distribution
per capita over any other in the county. We double & even triple
Ferndale's weekly family numbers. We also have an awesome
number of dedicated volunteers always willing to serve. What we
lack...is SPACE. We are sandwiched between Stafholt & Northwood
Alliance church with no where to expand; Our small building
consistently cannot hold all the produce, not to mention all the
volunteers trying to bag & box essentials to give out. We recently
had a new freezer installed, but it was at the expense of other
needed storage. Often we have to leave donated goods outside of
the building because we haven't adequate storage inside. Why can't

the city of Blaine help us out by donating or leasing us land by the
airport where there is lots of space to build big enough & have
enough parking for all those seeking help?? Then we could also
expand our clothing bank that presently cannot hold all the
donations given...only one or two people can come into the tiny
space at a time. We provide a tremendous service to our
community...but we need the City of Blaine to aid & advocate for
us...each year we serve more & our space gets more cramped &
outdated. Jan W
9/2/2017 11:12 PM
39 There are lots of needs. School kids need to be safe. I think that
the first issue is tourism. Peace Portal and surrounding area, the
marina and south on Peace Portal are the visual beauty of the area.
Bring tourist money in. It has started with Edaline's Oysters, The
Vault and others who are trying despite the rising rents. that need
to be stopped. That will bring money into city coffers, then we can
move on to trails, buildings etc. Tearing down the failing buildings
on Peace Portal is necessary. Bringing in new businesses has to be
on theme on Peace portal, keeping with the history. That make it a
'go to; place where tourism and money will come in. No more
package stores, boutiques, galleries, restaurants, fudge store,
cheese cake, music, books, deli, Starbucks, A huge draw would be to
bring a glass blower in downtown. Every town down the coast who
has a glass blower has tourist shops where local crafts people can
sell their wares. Send the package stores over to cost cutters. Turn
the old rite aide into a roller skating rink. Punish landlords who
raise rents so they show peace portal as a ghost town. I know
several businesses who want to bring in tourists but cant pay
horribly high rents. We are an incredibly beautiful area. Lets
capitalize on the beauty and bring in tourist money. Signage is
important, but we have to have something for tourists and locals to
do and see. Then once we get that done, then do the city hall and
the rest can be done. We need a permanent art gallery working.
9/1/2017 10:40 PM
40 1) The City of Blaine needs to COMPLETELY FINISH some existing
projects before starting any new ones!!! Prioritize and economize,
you are not being paid to dream up fancy new ways to spend our
tax dollars. 2) Regarding 'derelict buildings' (questions 2-4): show us
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what YOU can do with the old, vacant city hall, and the private
commercial property owners will take their cue. 3) Hold off any
decision about the Blaine Library until we know the impact of the
soon-to-be Birch Bay Library.
9/1/2017 5:49 PM
41 no
9/1/2017 1:18 PM
42 If Blaine would enforce the animal control laws on the book, it
would raise a fair amount of money. The Blaine dog park (Marine
Park) if often a mess due to lack of enforcement which allows
owners to use this area as a public bathroom for their pets. I'm
there twice a day and have only ever seen animal control drive
through the area one time without stopping.
8/31/2017 4:50 PM
43 Please look up Muskegon Michigan New Development: They are
an old factory town changing over to unique shops, apartments,
food shops, new entrepreneur ideas near the new all year under
roof farmers market (where they can use the restrooms) ...heavy
winters there. Have several waterfront areas that are changing over
to move with the times...some historical being saved. I found that
you cant confuse the public...if you want a success do either all
unique or historical, but if you start combining modern with
historical you lose the ambiance. Muskegon struggled for years
dibbling in this and that, and they finally got leaders to make it
happen, moving quickly now. The momentum is exciting and fun to
see. They have Parties in the Park every Fri thru the summer,
restaurants and beverage people make out, great music from local
musicians, etc. Their old historical buildings have been used for
multi-mix booths, several craft beer made on the location (huge in
MI), tables and chairs outdoors to enjoy, can see online. Also look
up unique restaurants there...anywhere you see unique places
contact them and offer them a deal to open in Blaine! Everyone here
hates driving to Bellingham but Blaine doesn't offer enough here.
People need things to do, places to go...Blaine people should feel so
blessed with the beauty here and the fantastic waterfront. I feel that
it has so much potential but not cutting it at present. Especially the
main street downtown...please work on parking! Maybe have a huge

lot back from Main Street, make it fun to walk the walk, see the
shops, etc. Scary right now and traffic hides shops that are open, or
makes you not want to stop with congestion. Take fun ideas from
other areas that are cause for attraction: the giant water fountain at
Fountain Hills, AZ....cooking classes in the new cultural center,
movie theatre-old fashioned all the way...old posters, cozy unlike
the new ones. Am afraid that areas are going to fall into the
bay...too bad a seawall couldn't be built out from Drayton Bay
Road...cement in for parking just to enjoy the view or to walk...just
so it doesn't fall in!
8/31/2017 4:25 PM
44 In keeping with the idea of historical foundation, why can't we
do something similar to Leavenworth and the Bavarian village
theme? Thus it would accent our fisheries/canning/ maritime image
throughout the downtown area. Thus encouraging all businesses to
present in storefront, etc. this theme?
8/31/2017 2:06 PM
45 Unrealistic high rents in the downtown business district have
always hurt business. I would like to see the city impose very high
taxes on those empty properties. This and any other means to
encourage those landlords to lower the rents in order to get ANY
business into those vacant properties.
8/31/2017 10:05 AM
46 Did not think this survey was very helpful as it didn't really let
the user prioritize projects or rank them.
8/30/2017 9:36 PM
47 Structured and carefully planned revitalization to Blaine city
center is vital to the economic future. If done properly and once it
is completed, the charm of Blaine will bring tourism and stimulate
commerce as more visitors come to visit and spend money.
8/30/2017 10:20 AM
48 No. 8/29/2017 6:22 PM
49 We need the Peace Portal Community Trail more than any of the
others -- there are no sidewalks in much of the proposed area, and
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it would benefit the greatest number of people.
8/29/2017 6:07 PM
50 Quit wasting money, with dumb projects that will have no
return. You have been doing this for years and still do not realize
that it is for not.
8/29/2017 5:28 PM
51 It would be great if Blaine could leverage the arts community in
town and in the surrounding areas (all the way down to Bellingham)
to create some attractive pop-up events in the vacant storefronts
that could pull in visitors from the surrounding areas. Additionally,
it would strengthen the awareness of Blaine if there's a word mark
that's consistently used. The town signs are a good start, but the
look needs to be used consistently in order to create better
recognition, across all print and signage.
8/29/2017 5:24 PM
52 I have been reading the local newspapers of recent weeks, and
tend to agree with the fellow who seems to really want progressive
change in the downtown area. You have high hopes, but it appears
you have some other deeper problems that should and need to be
addressed pronto. My wife and I agree, that although the local
police have a challenging job to perform, there is some customer
service training that needs to happen with at least some of the
officers. Also, I agree, there are some needless stop signs in town,
that should be done away with, namely at H and PP Dr. no one is
expecting this and it comes out of nowhere, I've been in town since
the 1940s, and we never had a problem downtown when there was
no stop sign there north and south bound, and now we do. I agree
it's bad for business and sends an unwelcoming message to those
from out of town. I have some Canadian friends that will not come
into town anymore because of what appears to be a focus on writing
minor traffic infractions and on top of that, being treated with an
unfriendly attitude. The one lady from Langley that wrote a couple
weeks ago in the local paper, speaks for likely hundreds of others
that feel the same way. I also agree, that the ward system needs to
be abolished, I also like the idea of anyone with Blaine in their
address should be able to perform as a city councilor for Blaine. I
hope you are paying attention to the downtown businesses, and

listening to their messages, after all, can Blaine afford to lose
anymore downtown merchants? The city should be doing
everything in their power to help downtown, not drive tourist away.
I would also like to comment about your signs issue. I was just out
with my wife the other evening walking down Marine Drive, taking
in the beautiful sunset, and notice there are about 6 signs directing
folks onto the southbound I-5 in that traffic circle at Subway. We
watched folks coming down from Canada, and going around the
round about, just to get back on the on ramp, they were in town for
half a round about. Why doesn't the city, state whoever offer the
travelers two options for southbound I-5, right at subway, and also
through downtown Blaine, I'm sure that would help many
businesses downtown. Down at Coupeville, when your going to the
Keystone Ferry terminal, the State directs everyone to the terminal
but past the right you used to take and down around through the
quaint little downtown of Coupeville, gosh, I'm pretty certain Blaine
could copy that to help those remaining businesses in the
downtown core. Thank you for the opportunity to offer my opinions
and best of luck!
8/29/2017 3:08 PM
53 Connecting Central Blaine and Birch Bay with a safe walking and
biking trail should be high on the list. Because the kids from Birch
Bay attend Blaine schools, it would be helpful to kids to be able to
safely travel between the areas to see friends. It would also help to
bond the two communities. Also, developing a historic downtown
that could unify businesses would bring more visitors to the area,
and thus improving the economic strength of downtown. If the
downtown area had a "theme" or a style it would be easier to market
our town to visitors. An example could be Leavenworth or Port
Townsend.
8/29/2017 2:33 PM
54 I've lived in Blaine for 20 years and this is yet another in a series
of surveys, hiring consultants, etc. that seem to lead to nothing.
Frankly, in this whole survey there was no mention of a plan to
make new business come to Blaine. As always it was MORE TAXES,
making or improving more parks and trails, building structures (like
connecting the boardwalks which will have enormous maintenance
fees), all of which cost Blaine money and don't bring business into
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the city. To make it even worse, this survey proposes that local
established businesses have to spend even more money to stay
open (new signage, new storefronts, etc.). I just think there needs to
be some incentive for a business to come here and stay open.
8/29/2017 10:30 AM

62 Most people will likely approach this by what they want to
consume. Please continue to consider the sequence of human
flourishing. 1. Remove the decay 2. Strengthen what you have. 3.
Build new Thanks
8/28/2017 3:06 PM

55 The questions concerning the library/city hall/police station
redevelopment, ie expanding the library (essential) and the arts
center are confusing.
8/29/2017 9:34 AM

63 Focus on quality of life issues. Parks, libraries, and public safety.
No more agencies. No business giveaways. If you make the city a
better place to live then economic development will follow.
8/28/2017 2:35 PM

56 Don’t spread ourselves out too thin here. Choose a few options,
plan effectively and execute. I have full faith that Dave will help our
community accomplish these goals.
8/29/2017 7:59 AM

64 If you make an agreement with a developer who is willing to
spend money in our town, please stick to that agreement.
8/28/2017 2:33 PM

57 Lower taxes to attract new business and preserve existing
business. Blaine is the most difficult city in the county to conduct
business in.
8/29/2017 7:57 AM
58 More tourist businesses, like a souvenir store, bring in a Wal
Greens. A nautical theme to Blaine would be nice. Enhance your
Historical buildings. More fast food choices.
8/28/2017 7:11 PM
59 Unfortunately all these costs are to property owners... Renters
should pay the way also!
8/28/2017 5:14 PM
60 Relocating or replacing the two wayfinding gateway signs along
SR 543 to direct more south & north bound road traffic into Blaine
City center.
8/28/2017 4:53 PM
61 You have to make it easy for businesses to move in to the area.
The more successful downtown businesses are, the easier it will be
to convince them to contribute to the general area,
8/28/2017 3:33 PM

65 Road between library and parked police car is 2-way but it is the
only way to enter library parking. If you enter the road to go to the
library and another car is coming down, you have to back out into
the street to get out of their way. It should be one-way only which is
a street sign and doesn't require money for a study-just a sign. Also
police should have a surveillance camera on their parking lot and
the library.
8/28/2017 2:07 PM
66 Yes, I cannot believe that all the city came away with in the
previous survey is that they need to tax and spend more. I am
disgusted with the lack of foresight our city has had. They have
been sitting on their hands for decades and done nothing to
improve business or quality of life for the citizens and been wasting
our tax dollars and now the best they can do is take this
opportunity to increase their budget! This is insulting! Even in the
midst of economic growth they don't even have the foresight to
plan for future improvements. I see no reason for us to trust them
with more of our hard earned tax money. The city does not have to
earn the money, just steal more from us and increase their failing
budget. If my taxes go up one more cent I will be moving out of this
corrupt city.
8/28/2017 11:52 AM
67 There is continual talk about removing the eye-sore building on
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Peace Portal, next to Blaine Bouquet, but nothing is every done
about it. I'm more interested in seeing additional businesses in
Blaine than spending money on a cultural center.
8/28/2017 10:53 AM
68 This is a good move.
8/28/2017 10:43 AM
69 The city of Blaine does a very poor job of providing existing city
services to West Blaine. There is almost zero police presence,
absolutely zero traffic enforcement, the city establishes public
spots along the spit but refuses to be responsible for the garbage
the public deposits, expecting neighborhood associations to do it.
City workers can often be seen driving around doing very little,
with one white haired male often found sleeping in a city vehicle
behind the resort. Despite the growing resentment of many of our
neighbors out here that the city treats us like a cash cow to fund the
rest of the city's infrastructures needs, people still want to see the
city thrive. We would be willing to pay more to do it but are mindful
that the city could/should be doing more out here with what they
already have as mentioned above.
8/28/2017 8:01 AM
70 Let the downtown property owners pay for their own
improvements. 8/28/2017 7:38 AM
71 VERY THOROUGH.
8/27/2017 8:04 PM
72 No
8/27/2017 4:56 PM

and improve buy-in from residents.
8/27/2017 12:53 PM
75 Please, please get main street downtown Blaine presentable. We
need a good produce market; a seafood store; cafe; Chicken
Wings/BBQ type eatery. We also desperately need a SAFE bike route
from Semiahmoo to downtown Blaine. We would be present much
more in Blaine and support businesses if we could bike there, rather
than always drive. And, the Cost Cutter plaza is too, too sad. Wish
we could replace Cost Cutter with a Trader Joe's. That would draw
people. I avoid Cost Cutter as much as possible. I also avoid The
Market. They are overpriced.
8/27/2017 11:03 AM
76 Almost all of the illustrations were too small to read or fully
comprehend. About 75% of the illustrations or photos failed to load.
I am in full support of the expanded boardwalk, but it would make
the most sense to have the derelict buildings demolished and
replaced first.
8/27/2017 1:07 AM
77 Reopen the Amtrak station
8/26/2017 7:12 PM
78 I agree that cosmetic improvements are needed in downtown
Blaine but I believe first and foremost that a concerted effort to
attract medium to large, labor intensive businesses to Blaine is
essential to create a firmer employment and tax base from which
these projects can be funded. Ancillary service businesses will be
attracted as a result that will generate private investment in needed
property improvements.
8/26/2017 6:45 PM

73 Concentrate only on attracting new businesses. Prettying Blaine
will not do it.
8/27/2017 4:51 PM

79 City center needs parking structure.
8/26/2017 5:14 PM

74 Provide regular progress updates and share any quick wins to
engage Blaine residents and encourage continued support of SEI's
purpose and projects. Transparency and continued two-way
communication will also help ensure these initiatives are successful

80 Save taxpayer dollars by making Marine Drive pedestrian access
only. Professionally landscaping the walkway with trees etc. would
save money and look WAY BETTER.
8/26/2017 5:03 PM
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81 Install the world's largest Ice cream Cone and perhaps largest
Oyster adjacent to highway as inducement to visit Blaine and shop!
8/26/2017 4:56 PM
82 There are items on this survey that will need better explanation
before final decisions can be made.
8/26/2017 4:56 PM
83 Plenty of cycling Canadians are likely to flow this way because
the roads and scenery are more pleasant than in the Vancouver
area. Providing access and facilities for them will likely draw
positive attention and dollars to this area from around the world.
8/26/2017 2:35 PM

businesses to town. Also, there should be tax incentives to bring
businesses in it to encourage them to stay. Owners of commercial
properties should be given tax incentives to encourage struggling
businesses to stay open by reducing their rent.
8/24/2017 9:43 AM
87 Schools and parks and making the buildings in downtown more
desirable are important 8/23/2017 11:07 PM
88 Blaine continues to spend money on consultants to look at the
same things over and over again. STOP considering increasing taxes
for new projects. START using current tax money more wisely.
8/23/2017 8:04 PM
89 Quit worrying about Blaine’s name 8/23/2017 6:01 PM

84 Seems that the only people who will end up paying for any of
these grand ideas are the people who LIVE in Blaine - not any
business, developers or others who benefit from these
improvements. If Blaine is going broke, where did the $300,000 to
extend services for developers in east Blaine come from? The
developers' investors don't want to invest THEIR money for the long
term so Blaine's citizens gets stuck providing long term (or maybe
forever) financing so they can make money. The answer is always to
raise property taxes. Leave Lincoln Park alone. It's a lovely, natural
area that is steadily being over-developed, trees cut down, hacking
away at nature. Soon nothing will be left and it will become just
another playground or ballpark. Surely, there's room for a quiet,
natural area in our town. Oops - I guess sports will overcome nature
yet again. It's the only thing we have in east Blaine and it will soon
be wrecked by so-called progress. Give kids and ballplayers an area
that's already open and leave this small remnant of nature as an
oasis for people who yearn for a quiet area surrounded by big trees.
8/26/2017 12:34 PM
85 Develop downtown...need a reason for people to come here. No
use having a boardwalk that doesn't go anywhere worth while or
exhibit nice facades to the backs of the derelict buildings.
8/25/2017 1:02 PM
86 The city needs a designated business recruiter to bring new

90 Sandy Beach for kids to be able to play, without the Barnacles
cutting their feet up. It would be nice if it were at the park where
you just built the playground at by the water plant.
8/23/2017 7:48 AM
91 I understand that there are several annual bike rides and races
held in the Blaine/Birch Bay area. I would love to see some
substantial improvements made to Blaine Rd, and everywhere else
along those routes. I fear for the safety of anyone walking along
that road (children going to and from school included,) and
absolutely believe a sidewalk or bike lane should be a high priority.
Especially since we have many people from out of town who
participate in those annual events, and I'm sure if we would have
more interest in visitors if our current visitors felt like we took
safety a little more seriously.
8/22/2017 9:58 PM
92 Not interested in a levy on property taxes.
8/22/2017 8:40 PM
93 Get this town cleaned up and try to attract more businesses like
restaurants and entertainment. Make Blaine & Birch Bay fun again!!
It's turning into "God's Waiting Room" in that it's full of seniors and
it's gotten very boring! The kids who live in this area full time have
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very few options other than just being outdoors and enjoying
nature. While that is very good, they need rainy day things to do
and places to go and have fun. The water slides are disgusting and a
horrible eyesore. Not much else here for our young people.
8/22/2017 6:42 PM
94 Take the power from the hands of a few, and fund a transitional
citizens committee to help future develop in Blaine. So many of
Blaine's residents feel they are not being heard.
8/22/2017 6:11 PM
95 A safe walkway across Dakota Creek should be a high priority.
8/22/2017 5:30 PM
96 Blaine does not have the resident population of communities
with which its revitalization is being compared. Before attempting
to make changes it might be helpful to put oneself in the role of
traveler/ tourist and remember what it is that draws you to an area.
Usually there is a significant destination such as a casino or
amusement park, or very large outlet/discount mall, or store like
Costco, none of which you may want to consider, but which serve
as a significant draw. You are hoping people from Canada going
south will exit immediately after waiting in line to get across the
border, or those desiring to continue into Canada will delay that to
enter Blaine. At both points in their journeys to whatever
destination they may have chosen it is unlikely they will leave the
highway. There is nothing wrong with revitalizing the town to
improve the quality of life for those living here. But to draw tourists
there has to be more. Again, be the tourist.
8/22/2017 5:26 PM
97 I vote against ANY improvements for Semiahmoo. They can pay
for their own stuff. Also think that anyone who serves on the Blaine
City Council should live within the Blaine City limits.
8/22/2017 5:20 PM
98 no
8/22/2017 4:31 PM
99 How about using some funds for the safety of Blaine's residents

instead of solely focusing on the image and appearance of Blaine. It
would be nice if you would work towards making motorists and
pedestrian safety a priority on the 543-truck route by enforcing
traffic laws and supporting requests to the state to lower the speed
limit to 25 mph. There are far too many accidents, close calls/near
misses from that highly traveled road by semi's running red lights
at 40+ mph. There's only two intersections on that road and during
high traffic or border wait times both intersections are usually
blocked by vehicles trying to "make the light" going north that
vehicles going east and west are stuck. Not to mention the number
of people in a hurry to recover time spent sitting in the border line
up makes that road nothing but dangerous. You have to a have a
death wish to be willing to walk or bike across it much less along
side it. What will it take to enforce safety there? A death of a city
employee or council member's loved one?? Because evidently
having all the near misses with our precious families means
nothing. Please devote some resources to improving the safety of
traveling on that road.
8/22/2017 4:24 PM
100 it would be nice to finally fill the city’s main street with viable
businesses instead of being so picky & difficult that the store fronts
remain abandoned...
8/22/2017 3:31 PM
101 Stop trying schemes to force what can never be. Understand
what the city is and what actually has potential to succeed. Most
ideas pursued have been half-baked. And stop wasting money on
consultants
8/22/2017 3:16 PM
102 Business will not locate if they cannot make money regardless
of the facade/sign etc. work. Develop serious program to focus on
our marine heritage. Bring a real fishing boat to downtown, marine
/ fishing theme with art museum. Not phony stuff. Legit
representation. Festivals are great in this context. However, one or
two standalone has very little economic impact. Do bridge from H
Street plaza to port property before boardwalk. Don't give all the
effort to downtown. They are not family wage jobs. Look to those
jobs focused on border business and transportation services. Make
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certain that projects serve the community not just business. The
downtown belongs to the community not just businesses. Look for
new businesses that do not cause existing businesses to shut down.
Zero gain. Develop "friends and family tourism priority. We will
never be a destination. Do not try to be something you are not.
Don't imitate other communities. Be true to the community. What is
the goal? Attract new businesses for what reason? We wrongly judge
our continuity by the downtown. We act as though community is
failing because we don't have a more viable downtown. We have a
terrific community that we shouldn't screw up to provide a few low
paying jobs. If it doesn't improve our quality of life, don't do it. We
will become unique and attractive if we stay true another screw
things up. There are few places like Blaine left on the coast. Keep
into account that a lot of citizens think things here are fine. Don't
fix it if it ain't broke. My incoherent rambling. Thanks for the
chance to give my thoughts.
8/22/2017 1:37 PM
103 I purpose a B and O tax, "sin tax" if possible and temporary
freeze on new hires and capital assets to the city (except public
safety) until review by city manager and city council.
8/22/2017 12:46 PM
104 Let's fix what we have before we spend money to develop more
things. If Blaine wasn't have vacant and falling apart, more
businesses and people would come to Blaine, generating more
revenue, and lessening the need to tax residents. Find out from
businesses and land owners why their businesses are failing and
why their properties are empty. Let's fix this problem first.
8/22/2017 12:25 PM
105 Something for teens to do that is budget friendly.
8/22/2017 12:08 PM
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